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A Local Teenager’s Life-Changing
Experience in Africa

Khana and Anele

Khana in a kresh (preschool)

BY: KHANA RILEY
CHALLENGER CORRESPONDENT
-ybegan my trip to Durban, South Africa, on March 9, 2007.1
had many expectations for what I was going to see. This was
-Lmy first trip to the continent. The first few seconds that I was
there, quickly surpassed my expectations. I traveled with a group
from the community known as New London Collegiate Ministry,
which consisted of Connecticut College students and the United
States Coast Guard Academy Cadets. The vision for the trip was to
evangelize, bring people to Christ, and to spread love to those in
need. We had weeks of intense preparation. The places we were to
visit were harsh, compromising, and would completely take us out
of our comfort zones, which they did and more.
The Itinerary over the course of two weeks in Durban, was to
visit three main communities; Black African, White African and
Indian African communities. Our mission was to assist cooperating
churches in whatever they needed, from spiritual church building to
evangelizing We visited orphanages of abandoned infants and
children, where some had AIDS. We also visited an AIDS Hospice.
One of the most uplifting activities was visiting the Tala Game
Reserveanda Lion’s Park.
As expected, many parts of the trip were challenging to say the
least. One of the most challenging for me and the others, was the
extreme poverty existing there. Worse than that, are the number-e-f
children who are forced to live in these conditions due to no fault of
their own. These are ldve-starved, attention-starved, food- starved
children, some who have AIDS, and all they can do is make the best
of what they have. Although it is disheartening, it is the most
inspiring thing that I have ever witnessed in my entire life. In the
Black African community, the children and their families live in tin
shacks where they, “pay to stay poor”, They had little food, and
asked us for money. Some had no clothing or shoes. Others had

I

tattered clothes and worn out shoes.
Our group spent three days fellowshipping with these children.
We fell in love ,and so did they. We played with them as they have
never been played with before, including piggy back rides. We

taught them the duck-duck-goose game. We played ball, and
running games with them. We sang, and told Bible stories with the
help of a translator. We hugged them and kissed them, and showed
as much compassion as possible. I ended up falling in love with one
child in particular, with the most adorable eyes. His name is Anele.
I call him my son. Anele is four years old. He speaks little
English,and lives in a two bedrooom shack.He has one brother and
two sisters. His mother works most of the day.
The first day we were there, I was attracted to him because he
was one of the most angry little boys. His whole demeanor was
negative. He wouldn’t play, and wouldn’t let anyone get close to
him He never smiled. After many attempts at friendship, he finally
smiled at me, took a piece of bread from his pocket, took small bites
from it and put it back in his pocket. From that moment on, we were
inseparable.
This brings me to another challenging part that I struggled with
during the entire trip. In America our children have the best of
everything We have clothes, food and toys. We are not poor no
matter how much we believe we are. In America we have love, and
opportunity. This is not the case for any of the communities of
Africa that we visited, nor for thousands of others throughout the
whole continent.
Jt is. natural for Americans to obtain what we don’t have. It is
even natural for us to have what we feel we need, even when we
don’t. It was therefore, my initial reaction to look upon these
children of Africa and think that they need all the things that we
need. In college, I am taking classes to be certified as a teacher. I am
learning that children learn a lot through stimulation and play, the
environment and their parents. So my initial reaction was for these
children of Africa to have all the material things that fortunate
children of America have in order for them to have a more pleasant
childhood. But then, I took a step back and realized that these
children who do not have a fraction of tile necessities as well as
materialistic things of life are so gratetful for so little. For Example,
I let them play with my sunglasses and they had the best time. They
have never seen a digital camera, so they were in complete awe of

it. After every picture, they ran up to me anxious to see what they
looked liked. These children of Africa are in great need of the
necessities of life. But I learned that they don’t need all of these
material things to be happy. I learned that they appreciate what little
they do have so much more, because they don’t know where their
next meal, bath, piece of clothing, a smile or a toy is coming from.
So when they get a need met, they are extremely appreciative. This
experience and reality check of my own life made me reevaluate a
lot of my actions, and serve as a constant reminder of who I am as
a blessed individual and the role model I hope to become.
This enlightenment did not just come to me upon my return to
America but in a rural community in Durban. We visited a church
where our goal was to do spiritual church building. We had to bring
our own water, and food, because there was very little electricity.
And oh, there was an outhouse, which was an experience in itself.
What I really enjoyed, was that in their church service, they
spoke Xhosa (which has a click in it) and some Engljsh. I listened
to a song they sang and recognized it, and started singing Blessed
Assurance along with them in English. It was such a rewarding
church service. It reminded me so much of my own home church
and of the universality of gospel music. It was during that service
that I leamed music really does transcend so many boundaries.
The Indian community was also uniquely exciting because we
got the chance to visit Ghandi’s house. On this historical property
we saw where Ghandi stayed during his stays in Africa. There was
such a peaceful aura around his house. All I could do was sit and
meditate on his philosophy, and think of how to put that practice
into personal action. It was so inspiring.
Over those two weeks and since, I’ve had many life-changing
moments. This trip, more importantly though, was about spreading
God’s love to His children. And we were successful in doing that.
The trip wa's not about me. It was about God using me to do His
work. I pray that His will was done! Amen, (Cont’d on BI)
Khana Riley is the granddaughter ofDianne Speights, ft
General Manager of The Weekly Challenger Newspaper.
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TALLAHASSEE (AP) - Ten
years ago, Florida A&M was on
top of the academic world,
celebrated as one of America's
top universities after being
chosen college of the year by
Time' magazine
and
the
Princeton Review.

Dr. James Ammons

But it's been almost all
downhill since 1997. And when
James Ammons takes over
Monday as president of Florida's
only historically black public
university, he has just six months
to resolve long-running financial
woes that have put his alma
mater's accreditation at risk.
“It would be mission

impossible for most people,”
said Barney Bishop, who
resigned after three frustrating
years on the university's board of
trustees.
Amnions, 54, is familiar
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We Value Diversity. We Value Education. We Value History
• A knowledge of history brings a feeling of fellowship that runs through the ages - be it a territory, a village, a district, or a nation.
• To live without history is likened to living without a form of memory.
• To be without history is to live without roots or a past, with the present having no real foundation, and very little meaning for the future.
• To know the events of our past (can help us) to know what future events can be.
• The

Weekly Challenger is committed to featuring articles of all ethnic cultures for the reading enjoyment of both the young and old generations.

OPINION
Should African Americans Celebrate the
Fourth of July?
“The blessings in
which you, this day,
rejoice are not enjoyed in
common.
The
rich
inheritance of justice,
liberty, prosperity, and
independence bequeathed
by your fathers is shared
by you, not by me. The
BYJUDGE
sunlight that brought light
JAMES PIERCE
and healing to you has
brought stripes and death to me. This Fourth of
July is yours, not mine. You may rejoice, I must
mourn.” These words were expressed by
Frederick Douglas in his speech delivered July
4th, 1852 in Rochester, New York. The question
of whether African Americans should celebrate
July 4th has been debated and considered by
many. While it is not difficult to understand
why African Americans may not celebrate July
4th with the same enthusiasm as other
Americans, I am proud to know that an
estimated 5,000 African Americans fought in
the war that resulted in our country’s
independence. One of the primary reasons
espoused by those who do not believe African
Americans should celebrate Independence Day
is the fact that the institution of slavery
remained in tact after the colonies won the
revolutionary war. Moreover, the opponents of
celebrating Independence Day recognized the
disparity between the noble ideals’ expressed in
the Declaration of Independence and the

hypocritical practice of slavery. Interestingly, in
the original draft, there was a paragraph that
Thomas Jefferson intended to include in the list
of grievances against the king. The deleted
paragraph read: “He has waged cruel war
against human nature itself, violating its most
sacred rights of life and liberty in the person of
a distant people (African people), who never

offended him; captivating and caring them into
slavery in another hemisphere to incur
miserable death in their transportation.” This
paragraph was omitted in the final document
because those same words would not only serve
as an indictment against King George but also
the Founding Fathers, who also owned slaves.
Nevertheless, all Americans should be
cognizant of the acts of valor and heroism
exhibited by African Americans in our nation’s
war for independence. African Americans can
celebrate the fact that Crispus Attucks, a
runaway slave, was the first to give his life for
the colonists’ cause. The incident is recorded in
American history as the Boston Massacre. Qn
March 5th, 1770, Attucks led a group of
colonist who confronted the King’s Army over
police brutality. Court records indicate that
Attucks inflamed the protesters and threw sticks
at the soldiers. He was fatally shot twice in the
chest, and became a martyr. In 1776, George
Washington, the Commander and Chief of the
Continental Army would later urge his troops to
remember March 5th, and avenge the death of
their comrades who died in the Boston
Massacre. There were many other African
American patriots who made the heroes’ honor
roll. African American patriots such as Pomp
Blackman and Peter Salem were cited for
extreme valor in the Battle of Bunker Hill and
others including Barzillai Lew and Salem Poor
distinguished themselves as brave and
courageous men in the heat of battle. It is well
documented that African Americans fought in
the military contingents of every state, some
with great distinction, for the right of men
(white men as it were) to be free. Although very
few were allowed to rise above enlisted men,
African Americans fought in every important
battle. The famous painting of the Delaware
crossing depicts two African Americans, Prince

Whipple and Oliver Cromwell manning oars in
George Washington’s boat. African American
participation in the war was not confined to the
battle field. They also served boldly in the
minute United States Navy. Ceasar Terrant
piloted the Patriot, a Virginia vessel and Mark
Starlin, a runaway slave became the only black
naval captain in Virginia’s history. He was
credited with audacious night raids against
British vessels. It has been estimated that more
than one hundred thousand slaves received their
freedom as a direct result of the war This figure
included slaves who ran away as well as
thousands that were granted freedom by
masters who believed that owning slaves was
incompatible with American ideals. When the
defeated British sailed for England, they took
approximately 14,000 African Americans with
them despite protests from the colonist. Close to
the end of the war, there were increasing
numbers of men and women, black and white
that were taking a stand against slavery either as
individuals or members of anti-slavery groups.
The contributions of African Americans to the
cause of America’s freedom from England
should not be disregarded. Whether or not one
decides to celebrate the Fourth of July is a
personal choice. More importantly, we must be
mindful that America is still a work in progress^
and we must strive to become what our
forefathers envisioned. Let us work for an
America that is not driven apart by differences
but instead is united around share values and
respect for our diversity. Let us work for an
America in which every one of us, without
regard to race or religious belief or gender or
station in life, can achieve our dreams. In this
way we will best pay tribute to those who, 231
years ago, pledged their lives, their fortunes,
and their sacred honor to guarantee our
freedom.

Racism and Greed on Black Homeowners
Backfires
Blacks wishing to-buy their “Dream
Homes” have been targeted by evil
characters with fast cash and easy credit
rip-offs. They don’t disclose costs such as
taxes and various creative fees generated
by them. These are known as subprime
mortgages. My brothers and sisters please
stick to prime mortgages, the kind you get
from major banks and are fully
government regulated. They won’t let you
Harry C. Alford
get a mortgage you can’t afford.
Therefore, all situations normal, you
won’t be led down the road of foreclosure and disaster. .
Critics of this program often say they target “low income and
minority families.” But the more I study it the targets are basically
minority, especially Black, without regard to income. As an example, in
the state of Maryland, the most prolific county victimized by these
subprime mortgages is none other than Prince Georges County. Prince
Georges is themost financially well off county for Blacks in the United
States. However, every subprime hustler available is quite active there.
An officer of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation told me,
“We held a home owner workshop there and the line for Foreclosure
Trouble and Assistance was quite longer than the line for “First Time
Home Buyers Assistance.” After that, they constructed a map of
Maryland counties and put red dots in neighborhoods festered with these
high risk subprime mortgages. Prince Georges County, clear and away,
led the entire state. In fact, it was the only county that was pure red by all
the dots - they blanketed it.
What happens is “Money Managers” from Wall St. put together
hedge funds (pools of money from people and firms who don’t want to
be openly exposed) to go after and exploit these risky but high interest
subprime mortgages. Some of these subprime mortgages can yield 20 28 percent interest until the buyer or “sucker” defaults and loses the
home. The Money Managers and their investors hope to recover loses
from the foreclosure auctions and other liquidation tactics. But now the
rate of foreclosures is surpassing the wildest dreams of the Money
Managers. Their vision of windfall is turning into waterfall. Homeowners
can’t work it out and their credit is destroyed for at least 13 years and
their family life shreds into nothing. Divorce and friction is inevitable.
In a recent article from the New York Times (June 23, front page),
“Bear Steams Companies, the investment bank, pledged up to $3.2

billion in loans yesterday to bail out one of its hedge funds that was
collapsing because of bad bets on subprime mortgages.... Bear Steams
averted a meltdown this time, but if delinquencies and defaults on
subprime loans surge, Wall Street firms, hedge funds and pension funds
could be left holding billions of dollars in bonds and securities backed by
loans that are quickly losing their value.... The firm is, meanwhile,
negotiating with banks to rescue the second, larger fund started last
August, which has more than $6 billion in loans and reportedly holds far
riskier investments. Those negotiations were continuing yesterday, and it
was unclear whether they would be successful.... Some lenders,
including Merrill Lynch and Deutsche Bank, balked and moved to sell
assets. At one point Wednesday, nearly $2 billion in securities were listed
for sale, although some banks, including JPMorgan, eventually canceled
scheduled auctions....In the wake of the weak auctions, several other
lenders, including JPMorgan, Citigroup, Goldman Sachs and Bank of
America, reached deals with Bear Steams. At least some of the deals
involved the lenders selling the securities back to Bear Steams for cash,
although the prices were not disclosed.”
I say good for them. God don’t like ugly and this was certainly ugly.
Targeting Black families for money hustles and eventual disaster is about
as low as you can get.
Remember, they set up these pools of money to rip off unsuspecting
minority families by not disclosing prohibitive fees, upcoming property
taxes that will be exaggerated because the appraised values of the homes
are unreal and extremely over valued. They can do it because they are
loosely regulated by the federal and state governments unlike prime
mortgages.
People are led in because of the unreal “estimated mortgage costs”.
Some people are overwhelmed two to three months into it. There are
actually some who cannot afford the first monthly installment after they
have signed away everything and the real costs become exposed.
These fly by night mortgage brokers are of a lower character than
dishonest used car salesmen. In fact, you can get a mortgage broker
license easier than you can get a beautician license. That needs to be
changed or we should make such licenses defunct and illegal. It would
save a lot of Black families from economic destruction.
Let s get on the offensive in fighting this “pox” on our communities.
Mr. Alford is the co-founder, President/CEO of the National Black
Chamber of Commerce. Website: www.nationalbcc.org.
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LOCAL NEWS
Sisters Saving Lives
“The secret is out”, said... Cassandra Montes
presented roses to her sister Sharon Hughes for the
support thoughout life and in their effort to save
lives.- Cassandra and her sister Sharon Hughes lost
their mother because she kept a secret that robbed
her of her life. They, just as the founders of Susan
G. Komen for the Cure, made a pack to share their
Story with others such that others may live.
On Thursday evening at the Renaissance Vinoy
Resort and Gulf Club in St. Petersburg, The local
organization celebrated awarding 973,798 in local
grants. Susan G. Komen for the Cure is the world’s
largest private funder of breast cancer research and
community outreach programs. Last year alone,
Komen Affiliates helped to complement
government efforts to fight breast cancer by
providing more than $56 million in grants for
breast health education and breast cancer screening
and treatment projects.
The
Florida
Suncoast
Affiliate
(Hillsborough, Manatee, Pasco, Pinellas, Polk and

Sarasota Counties) has been active in our
community to raise funds and public awareness
about breast cancer, 25% of the net proceeds of
which will go to fund breast cancer research and up
to 75% of which will stay here
our area to fund
local education, screening, and treatment programs
to help women and families facing breast cancer.
“Money raised here stays here, they scanted”.
Last year our funding to local non-profit
organizations in our six-county service area
provided 5,000 initial screening mammograms,
1,559 initial diagnostic procedures including
biopsies, with 41 women diagnosed and treated for
breast cancer. In addition, we reached over 75,000
people through educational and support programs.

in

race

First Year Ends & A New Year Begins
Candy Lowe Business Tours celebrated its first twelve months of uninterrupted
monthly bus tours of local African-American businesses June 16th and will begin a new
year July 21.
Just over a year ago Candy said, “I’m tired of going to $50 lunches where the largest
portion of the money goes to the hotel. I want to make a real impact in supporting black
businesses”. She often says, “If 100 people could put their $50 directly into the hands of
a black business, it could possibly keep that business from closing its doors.”. That is
exactly what she has done.
The Anniversary Tour included stops at The living Word Christian Book Store,
Awesome Sounds Records, Empire Beauty Supply and AccentSsories Home Decor.
(L-R) Meleita Mason, Jody Kaye Mason,
Businesses supported businesses as well. Denise Michelle of Unique Financial presented
Racquet Mason
each business owner visited with a beautiful, well-stocked gift basket. Each business
provided refreshments for potential and returning customers. Empire Beauty supply, a business owned by three sisters, celebrated
their grand opening during the tour. James-Rivard Pontiac-GMC, Inc., was a major sponsor much to the championship ofGeorge
Glass of business relations for GMC. Mr. Glass said th^t association with the business tour has resulted in recordable sales. Ms.
Lowe also has plans for bringing the tour to St. Petersburg in the near future.

Cruise the Bay and
Learn About the
Environment
ST. PETERSBURG —The
Office of the Waterfront at USF St.
Petersburg will host its second
Eco-Cruise Thursday, July 12 from
11 a.m.-l:30 p.m.
Eco-Cruises are designed to
bring environmental awareness to
USF St. Petersburg and the
community. Step aboard the
Wanderer, a 37-foot sailboat, for a
cruise around Tampa Bay and learn
about “Maritime and Port Security

in Tampa Bay” from guest speaker
Mark Luther, associate professor at
the
Ocean
Modeling
and
Prediction Lab at the College of
Marine Science.
Eco-Cruises are free for USF
students and $10 for all others.
Space is limited. Contact Teresa
Przetocki at 727-873-4597 or
prezetock@spadmin.usf.edu for
more
information
or
visit
www.stpt.usf.edu/waterfront.

YOU’RE APPROVED!!
If you are 18 and working, You're Approved.!

Bankruptcy and Repos are OK

Call 941-400-6587

Barbara and Sierra Giften

James and Jenee Davis

(t-R) Candy Lowe, Daniella, George Glass

(rear), Roger Rivard, Michelle Turner

Water Conservation Tips for “Smart
Irrigation Month”
As the heat of the summer hits, many homeowners are eliminate the time and hassle of hauling hoses around your
spending more time watering their lawn and landscape. In fact, property. More important, irrigation systems decrease wafer
experts estimate that July is one of the top months for landscape consumption by improving the accuracy, timing and delivery of
water use. That’s why the Irrigation Association (IA) has water, reducing runoff and preventing over watering.
If you already have a home irrigation system, consider
designated July as ‘Smart Irrigation Month’.
Nationwide, landscape irrigation is estimated to account for upgrading your timer. New technology makes it easier than ever
almost one-third of all residential water use, totaling more than to program and monitor your watering needs. Also, make sure
7 billion gallons per day. Experts estimate that up to 50 percent your system has a rain sensor. Many states and local water
of that water is lost due to over-watering, evaporation, or bad districts now require rain sensors that interrupt the watering
irrigation system design and maintenance. Here are some tips program when a specific amount of rain has fallen.
Sweep your sidewalks and driveway rather than hosing them
from the Water management experts at Toro on how you can
down.
water your lawn and landscape with the utmost efficiency.
Plant native plants that are adapted to your climate; they
Put a layer of mulch around your plants. Mulching helps to
retain moisture and prevents evaporation. A generous amount of require less watering and can reduce outdoor water use by 20 to
50 percent.
3-to-5 inches is best.
Install a drip irrigation system around your shrubs, hanging
Raise the blade on your lawn mower. Closely cropped grass
baskets, flower and vegetable gardens. Drip irrigation systems
requires more water.
Recycle your grass clippings back into your lawn by using a use 50 percent less water than conventional sprinklers.
The best time to water is in the morning. Watering during
mulching mower. You’ll not only conserve water, you’ll save
this time of day reduces the amount of evaporation and allows
time while mowing.
If you use a hose and portable sprinkler, buy a hose end plants to dry out during the day, which cuts down on diseases.
Group plants with similar watering needs together.
'
timer to regulate your watering time.
Remove weeds regularly as they compete with your lawn for
Consider installing a home irrigation system. Properly
water.
installed automatic sprinkler and drip irrigation systems can

Clementine Hunter, Nativity (1970-1985)
Collection of Martha and Jim Sweeny

March 31-July 8
135 UNFORGETTABLE WORKS,
MANY BY AFRICAN AMERICANS
ST. PETERSBURG

©LEARWATHf?

AREA CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU
FloridasBeach.com

Ly cttrspttoi WMics
in tiie know, in the Eroes.
tampabay.com

Additional Support from the City of St. Petersburg and
the Renaissance Vinoy Resort & Golf Club.

255 Beach Drive N.E.
727.896.2667 • www.fine-arts.org
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Downtown
Business
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www.stpetedowntownbiz.com or 727-
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Saturday, July 7 - Plant City Bike

_______________________________ .

Feat. Downtown Plant City will be bikercentral, as thousands of bikers anc
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Plant City Bike Fest. Attendees will enjo)
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information, contact the Greater Plant Cit)
Chamber of Commerce at 813-754-3707
or log on to www.plantcity.org.Thursday
July 12 to Sunday July 15 - Tamps
Bay Devil Rays vs. New York Yankees.
Tropicana Field, One Tropicana Dr
www.devilrays.com or 888-FAN-RAYS.

Make Checks Pavable to: The Weekly Challenger
Mail this form & payment to:
The Weekly Challenger Office:
2500 M.L, King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 896-2922 Fax (727) 823-2568
______________________ , — .__________ __________________________ _____ -_______ ________________ 1

example, of the 26 schools that went down a letter
grade in 2007, 17 of them, or 77 percent, showed
improvement in making learning gains in reading.
School grades are based on student
performance as measured by the Sunshine State
Standards section of the -FCAT. The school grade
calculation is comprised of student performance
in relation to high standards in reading, math,
writing and science; annual learning gains in
reading and math; and the annual learning gains in
reading and math of each school’s lowestachieving 25 percent of students.
New for the 2007 school grades is the
inclusion of FCAT science scores. In addition, this
year there is a new focus on the lowest 25 percent
of students at each school making annual learning
gains in math. Public schools statewide are not yet
as proficient on the FCAT science test as they are
on the other measures, and this has caused school
grades to go down overall this year. The new
learning-gain category in math has the same rules
as the reading gains for lowest-performing 25
percent, which have been a part of the school
grading for the past few years. Any school with
enough points for an “A” must have a minimum
of 50 percent of students in the lowest 25 percent
group make gains in both reading and math. “B”
and “C” schools must have met the minimum 50
percent requirement in one of the previous two
years.
While measuring student performance is
important, school grades are only one of the tools
used to do determine how well a school is doing.
Many other factors indicate the excellence of a
school and its staff’s ability to motivate and
inspire students. Take a look at some of the other
positive indicators of success in Pinellas County
Schools in addition to the high performance
shown by the school grades released today.

M

Saturday, July 21 - Strawberry
Classic Car Show. Cars and trucks from
1982 and before - antiques, customs,
classics and hotrods - will gather in and
around McCall Park, 100 N. Collins
Street in downtown Plant City, for the
monthly Strawberry Classic Car Show
from 4:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Entertainment
will be provided and spectators will be
able to visit specialty shops and

restaurants, all open late for the event.
Attendees also have the opportunity to
visit vendors and crafters to see and

purchase the latest in hotrod and
automotive accessories. Admission and
r egi s t r a t i o n
are free; free parking is available on
surrounding
streets.
For
more
information, contact the Greater Plant
City Chamber of Commerce at 813-754-

Sunday July 15 - Back to Schoo
Care Fair. Johnnie Ruth Clarke Health

Saturday, July 21 & Sunday July 22
19th Annual Cool Art Show.The
Center, 1310 22nd Ave. S. 8 a.m. to 2 . Coliseum,
535 4th Ave. N. 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Prepares 2,500 at risk children foi
p.m. Cool place to check out fine art and
the upcoming school year providing free
crafts in the heat of the summer. Free
immunizations, medical exams, vision
admission and parking, www.pavaand dental screenings and a backpack
artists.org or 727-736-2976.
filled with supplies. 727-895-5018.
Tuesday, July 17 to Thursday, July

19 - Tampa Bay Devil Rays vs. Los
Angeles Angels. Tropicana Field, One

Tropicana Dr. www.devilrays.com or 888FAN-RAYS.
Thursday, July 19 Sunrise
Sale.Participating shops and businesses
downtown. Stores open at sunrise.

Friday, July 27 to Sunday July 29 •
Tampa Bay Devil Rays vs. Boston Red

Sox. Tropicana Field, One Tropicana Dr.
www.devilrays.com or 888-FAN-RAYS.
Monday, July 30 to Wednesday,
Aug. 1 • Tampa Bay Devil Rays vs.

Toronto Blue Jays. Tropicana Field,
One Tropicana Dr. www.devilrays.com or

888-FAN-RAYS

CANDLE LEFT BURNING CAUSES
HOUSE FIRE
Clearwater Fire & Rescue responded to a fire
at 2157 Beverly Lane at 5:37 a.m. on June 27th
When firefighters arrived smoke and flanles were
showing from the rear of the house. It took less
than 20 minutes to put the fire out. The fire
completely destroyed one bedroom and
substantially damaged a second. Damage is
estimated at $60,000- 70,000. The home is not
livable.
A candle left burning on a windowsill started
the fire when it spread to the curtains. A person
sleeping in the bedroom woke up because of the
heat of the fire. All six people inside the home at

the time of the fire made it out safely. No one was
hurt.
Clearwater Fire & Rescue wants to remind
people to extinguish all candles when leaving the
room or falling asleep. Do not to leave candles
unattended. Also keep candles away from
anything combustible, such as curtains or drapes.
We’d also like to remind the public about the
importance of working smoke alarms. This home
had one, which was not operational. If a resident
needs smoke alarms, Clearwater Fire & Rescue
will come out and install them for free.

Minority Empowerment Through Risk-Reduction and Outreach

TRY IT ALL!

f

893-7465.

3707 or log on to www.plantcity.org.

75 Percent of Pinellas Schools
Earn 7 ; or B
Seventy-five percent of Pinellas County’s 120
graded public schools received an “A” or a “B” in
Florida A+ Plan, continuing the district pattern of
surpassing statewide averages by having a higher
percentage of high-performing schools (A or B)
and a lower percentage of lower-performing
schools.
Twenty percent of Pinellas schools earned a
C. Only six schools, or 5 percent, earned a D.
There were no F schools in Pinellas.
“While this isn’t the only way to measure
academic success, we’re very pleased to see our
students continue to perform at such a high level,”
said Dr. Clayton M. Wilcox, superintendent. “This
performance wouldn’t be possible without the
hard work of teachers who every day help our kids
learn. Each year we see our students make
significant learning gains, and that’s the measure
that really matters.”
Here’s a breakdown of today’s results by
grade and school level:
A - 53 elementary, 12 middle and two high
schools.
B - 15 elementary, six middle and two high
schools.
C - 13 elementary, four middle and seven
high schools.
D - one elementary and five high schools.
Five elementary schools - Azalea, Fairmount
Park, Kings Highway, Lealman Avenue and
Tyrone - improved their grades from “C” to “A”
this year. Overall, 21 schools improved a letter
grade or more, 73 schools stayed the same, and 26
schools dropped a letter grade as compared to
2006.
While some schools may have decreased a
letter grade, based on the multiple components of
the school-grading calculations, the majority of
these schools continue to improve in one or more
areas of their student achievement measures. For

Annual discount shopping celebration
and pajama party brought to you by the
members and
merchants of the

ORDER THE

y

SHRIMP, SCALLOPS

’

MATES COMBO!
%

FLOUNDER AND OYSTERS f
ONLY $12.99
2l

%

400 - 49th St South

Learn how you or someone you love may be at risk!

St. Petersburg, FL •

(727) 327-8309
(727) 328-8309

MID PENINSULA lEAFOOD
MAROT & RESTAURANT

Increase your knowledge on issues such as Drug Abuse, Alcoho
Abuse, Relapse Prevention, HIV/AIDS and Hepatitis.

♦ Flexible meeting times and meeting locations

Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.

♦ Free Gift Cards, Gas Cards and Bus Passes

Sunday ... Gone Fishin’

♦ Free HIV and Hepatitis testing
♦ Free Case management and Mental health counseling

+ Upcoming-. Men & Women support groups, Poetry club, Movie ni
For trtMWtbfhr^gtton nlpase <-all PaUfteta <g& (m\ 321^354 x .4
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USF St. Petersburg Offers Students New
Scholarship
ST. PETERSBURG - USF St. Petersburg and Progress Energy

Applications must be submitted by Tuesday, August 7 along

Florida Inc. are offering a new scholarship opportunity to graduate

with two letters of support from professors and a one to two page

and undergraduate students for the 2007-2008 academic year.

personal statement regarding the applicant’s interest in the

The Progress Energy Scholars Award will provide $500 per
semester to undergraduate recipients and $1,000 per semester to
graduate recipients. The awards are being offered in conjunction

scholarship and lecture series.
“This is an excellent opportunity for students to get hands on

experience in organizing and executing a lecture series and meet

with the Energy and Environment Lecture Series sponsored by

some big names in the environmental field,” said Thomas Smith,

Progress Energy Florida Inc. and USF St. Petersburg.

director of the USF St. Petersburg Honors Program and associate

Recipients of the Progress Energy Scholars Award will work

Confirmed speakers for the Energy and Environment Lecture
Series include: Carol Browner, former chief of the Environmental

efforts, discussion groups and workshops.

Protection Agency; Robert Bazell, NBC
correspondent; and Paul Erlich, ecologist.

academic

News

For more information, contact Thomas Smith at 727-873-4583

environmental and energy issues and organizing and outreach

or Jennifer Aldrich at 727-873-4767. Applications are available at
www.stpt.usf.edu/coas/honors/news_&_events.htm.

high

accomplishment,

interest

skills.

American Stage Ends Season With the
World Premiere of CASA BLUE
ST. PETERSBURG - American Stage Theatre Company’s
28th season comes to a triumphant end with the world premiere of
the stirring drama CASA BLUE, THE LAST MOMENTS IN THE
LIFE OF FRIDA KAHLO, July 18 thru August 12. Pay What You
Can Nights are scheduled for July 31 and August 7.
Written by playwrights Todd Olson (MY WAY), Karen Garcia
and Jeremy Childs, CASA BLUE celebrates the dramatic,
touching, funny and sometimes surrealistic life of Mexico’s most
famous artist, Frida Kahlo, on the 50th anniversary of her death.
Following Kahlo’s life from age 18, when she was
permanently handicapped in a horrible streetcar accident, to her
death bed in 1957, CASA BLUE demonstrates how genius springs
from great adversity. Along with a mesmerizing story, this fourwoman show also uses projections of Kahlo’s works, puppets and

clips of her favorite movies to help bring this remarkable artist to
life.
“It is an incredible thrill to bring the world premiere of this
important drama to the people of Tampa Bay,” said Olson,
American Stage’s producing artistic director. “I can think of no
better way to celebrate the centennial of the passing of this
inspirational artist.”
Directed by Olson and starring Karen Marie Garcia (ANNA
IN THE TROPICS), Seva Anthony, Jen Anaya and Gina
Rodriguez, CASA BLUE contains mature language, smoking and
nudity.

Tues. July 10

H atn,-l p>m> and 4-6 p.m.

science

in

demonstrated

Time to head over to
St. Petersburg College
for:
Food
Fun

Music

lecture series doing things such as assisting with public outreach
Students interested in applying for this award should have a

It’s summertime.

professor of government and international affairs.

with USF St. Petersburg faculty and staff in the execution of the

A5

• Register for fall classes
• Get a campus tour.'
•Get your questions answered by:
- Faculty
-Advisors
- Student Services staff

t

- Financial Assistance staff >

Call (727) 341-4772 op visit
www.spt
for event locations
and information.

St. Petersburg College

Previews: July 18 & 19 Opens: July 20 Closes: August 12

CALLING ALL FIRST TIME HOME BUYERS
TAMPA - If you have been dreaming about owning your own 9:30 p.m. at CCCS, 208 South Hoover Blvd., Suite 200, Tampa,
home but dp not know where to start, Consumer Credit FL 33609**
• Pasco County - Thursday, July 12 and July 19, from 6:00
Counseling Service (CCCS) of Central Florida and the Florida
p.m. - 9:00 p.m. at American Legion Hall, 37745 Church Avenue,
Gulf Coast, Inc. is ready to turn that dream into a reality.
Throughout the entire month of July, CCCS is offering the Dade City, FL 33525*
• Pinellas County - Saturday, July 28, from 9:30 a.m. - ,4:30
First Time Home Buyers Workshop as an integral part of its
p.m. at South Branch Library, 6300 Roy Hanna Dr. S., St.
Housing Counseling Services, covering the following topics:
Petersburg, FL 33712
• Determining the price of home you can afford
• Polk County - Monday, July 16 and Tuesday, June 17, from
• Down payment and closing cost assistance
6:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. at Bartow Civic Center, 2250 S. Floral Ave.,
• Pre-qualifying vs. Pre-approval
Bartow, FL 33831* **
• Shopping for interest rates
• Sarasota County - Wednesday, July 11 and Thursday, July
• Closing on a home loan
12, from 6:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. at Glasser-Schoenbaum Center,
• Qualifying for a mortgage loan
1750 17th Street Bldg, J-I Loevner Rm., Sarasota, FL 34234*
• Free financial counseling
• Sarasota County - Saturday, July 21, from 9:00 a.m. - 3:00
• Additional home buying related topics
p.m.
at Glasser-Schoenbaum Center, 1750 17th Street Bldg, J-I
The First Time Home Buyers Workshops will be taking place
Loevner Rm., Sarasota, FL 34234**
on specific dates at the following locations:
• Sarasota County - Saturday, July 28, from 9:00 a.m. - 3:00
• Hernando County - Saturday, July 14, from 9:00 a.m. - 4:00
p.m. at VFW Post 10209, 15166 Spring Hill Drive, Spring Hill, p.m. at George Mullen Activity, 4956 City Center Blvd., North
Port, FL 34286
FL
To make a required reservation, please call 1-800-741-7040
• Hillsborough County - Monday, July 10, Wednesday, July
12, Thursday, July 19 and Friday, July 20, from 5:30 p.m. - 9:30 and select option 4. Please note that childcare is not provided
p.m. at CCCS, 208 South Hoover Blvd., Suite 200, Tampa, FL during the workshops.
*A11 sessions are required to obtain a Certificate of
33609* **
• Hillsborough County - Monday, July 16, Wednesday, July Completion
**Class taught in Spanish
18, Monday,: July 23 and Wednesday July 25, from 5.30 p.m.

THE NEW 1590 AM WRXB
SERVING THE COMMUNITIES
FOR OVER 3 DECADES AND
STILL GOING STRONG!
• The best gospel music in Tampa Bay that will lift your spirits.
Tune in daily from 6 a.m. - 1 p.m. .
• Midday cafe plays today’s R&B and classic soul music from yesterday. 1 p.m. 7 p.m.

• Patty blues & oldies as we walk you back down memory lane listening to
your favorite music. 7 p.m - 10 p.m.

•The Bedtime mix with Intimate sessions is music that is nice, slow and
easy. 10 p.m. - 12 p.m.

• The very best jazz for your listening pleasure! Every Sunday from 6 p.m. 8 p.m.

For Marketing and Promotions
Contact Donza Drummond
at (727) 821-9947
email: ddwrxb@yahoo.com

Playing ‘catch-up’ for retirement
savings
BY JASON ALDERMAN
If you can remember when the Beatles
first sang “When I’m 64,” you’re probably
fast approaching retirement or already
there. When Paul McCartney wrote, “We
shall scrimp and save,” however, he may
have been wishful thinking: Nearly half of
U.S. workers report having less than

$25,000 in retirement savings.
No matter your age, the time to start
planning and saving for retirement is now.
Those in their twenties or thirties have
several decades for their savings to grow,
hut if you’re already in your forties or
fifties, you’ll need to save far more
aggressively to make up for lost time.
Here are a few tips to kick your
retirement savings efforts into high gear.
Maximize tax savings. If your
employer offers a 401(k) or similar plan,
put in as much money as you can. The
maximum 2007 contribution is $15,500
(plus another $5,000 for those 50 or older).
By contributing on a pretax basis, you
lower your taxable income, which in turn
lowers your taxes. And, your savings and
their earnings grow tax free until
retirement, when your taxable income is

usually lower.

Take advantage of any company
matching contributions, which can add
hundreds or thousands of free dollars to
your account every year. If finding more
money to contribute is a problem, make a
pledge to put your next pay increase
directly into your plan.
Practical Money Skills for Life, a free
personal financial management program
Sponsored by Visa USA, features a guide
to 401(k) plans.
Contributions to a regular Individual
Retirement Account (IRA) may also be tax
deductible and you won’t pay taxes on
earnings until your retire. Or, with a Roth
IRA, you set aside money that’s already
taxed, but earnings are tax-free at
retirement. The annual IRA contribution
-limit is $4,000 ($5,000 for 50 and older).
Go to http://www.irs.gov/retirement for
more information.
Delay retirement. People today
typically live much' longer than thenparents, so their retirement savings usually
must last longer. By delaying retirement a
few years or at least working part time,
your savings can grow considerably before
you need them. Plus, the longer you delay
tapping, into Social Security, the larger
your monthly benefit.

REQUEST Line (727) 864^1600
OFFICE (727) 327-WRXB (9792)

Do a financial inventory. Many people
don’t know their net worth or how much
money they’ll need at retirement — some
experts say at least 60 to 80 percent of
current income. Start by reviewing any
pension, 401(k), IRA and other savings
and assets you own, as well as your
“Personal
Earnings
and
Benefit
Statement” Social Security mails each
year.
Enter these amounts into an online
retirement calculator to roughly estimate
how much money you’ll need to r^tipf.

2060 1 st Avenue North
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33713

One Bright Idea
After Another!
CUSTOMER CARE PROFESSIONALS

comfortably. You’ll find good ones at
Fidelity Investments and CNNMoney. Or
talk to a financial advisor for more
personalized advice.
Consider downsizing. Once your kids
are gone, consider moving to a smaller,
cheaper home. This will allow you to
invest some of your current home’s equity
for retirement, as well as pay less for
utilities, property taxes, home repairs and

Career Growth
Potential
Base Salary Plus
Commission

Medical/Dentai/
Vision
Life & Disability
Insurance

Tuition
Reimbursement
Paid Holidays &
Time Off

other expenses.
Lower expenses. One big reason you
haven’t saved enough for retirement is you
may be spending more than you can
afford. Best to start scrimping and saving
now so you can be comfortable
When

401{k) Plan & More!

Training classes start Monday, July 30th!

Training is scheduled for 4-5 weeks, and part of
this training will be held at our Manatee facility.
The selected individuals will provide quality customer
service, timely marketing/sales campaigns and

concise resolution to customer inquiries and
complaints. Qualifications include a high school
diploma (or equivalent); minimum of one year customer

service/sales experience; and a proficiency in billing
systems. English/Spanish bilingual skills a plus.
Shifts vary, Monday-Sunday from 5am-2am

(40 hour work week).

'

you’re 64.

11

EOE/M/F/D/V.
Pre-empki.ient
drug screen and
background check
required.

apply, post

bright

your resume at;

hOUSe

to

| www.mybrighthouse.jobs
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STATE NEWS
Governor Crist and Shaquille
O’Neal Battle Childhood Obesity
doctor,
personal
trainers,
nutritionists and motivational
professionals. The team has
developed the Shaquille O’Neal
Wellness
Wheel
physical
education
curriculum
that
includes three components for
overall health: physical fitness,
teen health and healthy home
economics. The curriculum has
been successfully implemented
Shaquille O’Neal
by Olsen Middle School in
Dania Beach and Pines Middle
TALLAHASSEE - Governor
School in Pembroke Pines.
Charlie Crist and Shaquille
“I congratulate Shaq for
O’Neal, NBA Miami Heat
basketball star, today joined focusing his efforts on inspiring
efforts to encourage children and young people to live healthier
young adults to adopt healthy lives,” said Governor Crist.
lifestyles that include daily “And I also applaud the six
physical activity and healthy young people on his show for
eating habits. They participated making the commitment to change
in a rally for about 500 students their eating and exercise habits.
from the Boys & Girls Clubs of They show us that the choice to
the Big Bend after meeting be more active and eat better
earlier in the day to discuss the food really does make a
Governor’s Council on Physical difference in a person’s quality
Fitness and O’Neal’s prime-time of life.”
“I want to commend
television show Shaq’s Big
Governor
Crist
for
his
Challenge.
to
healthier
Shaq’s Big Challenge, commitment
lifestyles
for
Florida
’
s
kids,
I’m
which debuted last night on the
glad
he
’
s
on
the
team,
”
O
’
Neal
ABC Television Network, tells
the story of six Broward County said. “I look forward to working
middle-school
children with him to teach our kids to eat,
struggling with weight problems think and live healthy.”
In recognition of O’Neal’s
as they meet with O’Neal’s team
work
to promote healthy
of experts, including a medical

lifestyles and battle childhood
obesity,
Governor
Crist
presented him with a Florida
Commendation Medal. O’Neal’s
awareness
programs
on
childhood obesity significantly
benefit the young people of
Florida. “Your actions reflect
great credit upon yourself and
the
citizens of Florida,”
Governor Crist said. “They. are
in keeping with the finest
traditions of service to our state
and to our nation.”
According to the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control,
approximately 60 percent of
overweight children have at
least one risk factor for
cardiovascular disease such as
high blood pressure or high
cholesterol, and approximately
25 percent have two or more risk
factors.
Additionally, the
Florida Department of Health
estimates that 60 percent of
adults in Florida are overweight
or obese, and 25 percent of high
school students are overweight,
or at risk of becoming
overweight.
Shaq’s Big Challenge airs
Tuesdays (9-10 p.m. EDT) on
ABC, and the finale footage shot
today airs Tuesday, July 31
2007.

DEP Awarded $2.5 Million
Grant For Florida Coasts
TALLAHASSEE — The Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) was recently
awarded a $2.5 million grant from the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) to increase protection for Florida’s
coastal resources and revitalize coastal
communities.
“With thousands of miles of beaches and
costal communities that draw millions of visitors,
improve local economies and provide an excellent
quality of life for residents, Florida is dedicated to
preserving our pristine coastlines and world
renowned beaches,” said DEP Secretary Michael
W. Sole. “These federal funds will help strengthen
our commitment to working with businesses and
local communities to renew beachfronts, improve
water quality and safeguard coastal areas.”
The funds will be used for a variety of state
priorities including developing a statewide
program for reporting seagrass status and trends;
providing better protection for and access to
Florida’s archaeological sites; reducing non-point

source

pollution;

improving

interagency

coordination of aquaculture activities; and
developing plans for post-disaster redevelopment,
harmful algal bloom response, and aquatic
preserve management. In addition, ten coastal
communities will receive funds to improve access
on public lands; restore coastal habitats; revitalize
waterfront areas; increase public education;
promote native landscaping and improve water
quality.
DEP’s Florida Coastal Management Program
includes a network of agencies that protects and
enhances the state’s natural, cultural and
economic coastal resources and helps sustain
viable waterfront communities. The program
coordinates local, state and federal agency
activities using existing laws to ensure that
Florida's coast is as valuable to future generations
as it is today. The program will also continue to
provide beach safety and beach access materials
to coastal communities for the benefit of residents
and visitors statewide.
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legend Althea Gibson and the world-famous
Marching 100 band.
Pinpointing a genesis for troubles at the
school is difficult. Some problems date back more
than 20 years when some students attended
classes without paying tuition and had
unacceptable delinquency rates on repaying
federal loans, a 1983 state audit revealed.
Former President Fred Humphries was an
imposing figure ’ well connected politically and
was successful at keeping critics at a distance,
Uhlfelder said. Humphries left in December 2001

to become president of the Washington-based
National Association for Equal Opportunity in
Higher Education and things unraveled quickly.
Uhlfelder and Bishop contend oversight
boards treated FAMU gingerly for years because
they were concerned about being labeled racially
insensitive.
"We probably needed more tough love, but
because of the fear of being labeled insensitive we
tempered our comments," said Uhlfelder.
"It has to be accountable just like any other
university," said Bishop, the president and chief
executive officer of Associated Industries of
Florida. "If can't be patronized anymore. It can't
be protected."
Ammons denies those claims.
"I really don't know what that angle is,"
Ammons said. "The state university system and
the state of Florida have policies, rules and
regulations that apply to all institutions."
Besides the accreditation problems, Ammons
must also decide the fate of the school's basketball
coach who was suspended with pay in late May
after being jailed briefly on a misdemeanor
stalking charge.
"It's certainly a rocky time right now. But
that's not anything new for FAMU and we've
always been able to overcome our challenges
before," said Monique Gillum, a 20-year-old
Gainesville senior and student government
president.

Ill

WLj

well. "Obviously they can do better and I believe

that they will."
But if the recent past is any indicator,
Ammons won't have a lot of time. Fred Gainous
was fired as president after only two years and his
successor, Castell Bryant, lasted 29 riionths
although she was hired as an interim.
These woes have dimmed the glory of the pa§t
at the school that produced 1964 Olympic Gold'
medal sprinter "Bullet Bob" Hayes, long known
as the world's fastest human, women's tennis
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Governor Crist Signs “High School
to Business Career Enhancement
Program”
TAMPA - Governor
Charlie Crist today
signed the High School
to Business
Career
Enhancement Program.
The
Governor
commended Jonathan
Porat, a Hillsborough
High School student,
Govenor Charlie who
drafted
the
Christ
legislation as part of State
Representative Kevin Ambler’s (R-Lutz) “Ought
to Be a Law” Student Bill Drafting Competition.
“The real world experience Florida students
will gain through this program will prepare them
to be leaders in the highly competitive global
market,” said Governor Crist.
House Bill 1161, High School Work
Experience, authorizes each school district board
to partner with local businesses and industries
within the district to establish internships for
public schools students. The State Board of

P/CK OF THE
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with
tough
missions:
he
continuedfrom front page
won praise as
North Carolina
Central University's chancellor for calmly
handling a racially divisive situation when one of his
black students falsely accused three white Duke
lacrosse players of rape last year.
And Ammons knows Florida A&M well: he was
provost for six years before leaving in 2001, when
the latest troubles worsened. The school's
bookkeeping became so sloppy that lawmakers
threatened criminal investigations this spring and
others talked about closing the school down.
Hundreds of employees went unpaid earlier this
year.
The situation deteriorated in June, when
the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
put the university on probation due to 10 rules
violations. Most resulted from FAMU's inability
to account for millions of dollars of inventory and
some contractual arrangements made without
proper approval.
The association will make a campus visit in
September to check on the school's progress and
then review the sanctions in December. Students
would be ineligible for federal financial aid if the
school were dropped from association's
membership and lost its accreditation.
An accreditation expert said the process is
intended to help schools improve.
• "It's not like the Department of Agriculture
walking into a meatpacking plant looking for
things to penalize people on," said Richard Porter,
spokesman for the Washington-based Council for
Higher Education Accreditation.
But Tallahassee attorney Steve Uhlfelder, who
has served on the Board of Governors that
oversees the state's public universities, said: "If
they don't get that straightened out, who knows
what's going to happen at that university."
While there has been plenty fingerpointing in
recent years about who did what, Ammons is only
looking forward.
"We'll get to the bottom of these issues and
get them resolved," Ammons said. "We'll work
through it as a team." ov. Charlie Crist agrees.
"I'm encouraged about the future," said Crist,
who is counting on improved oversight from the
school's trustees and the Board of Governors as

FAMU

Education will adopt the rules necessary to
administer the program.
The “Ought to Be a Law” Program was
established by Representative Ambler in 2004.
This year, students from 14 Hillsborough County
schools presented legislation for the competition.
Porat’s winning proposal was sponsored by
Representative Ambler and Senator Victor Crist
(R-Tampa) during the 2007 Legislative Session.
House Bill 1161 is the first bill originated in the
“Ought to Be a Law” program to be become a
state law.
“I am grateful to Representative Ambler and
Senator Crist for their support of this important
program. Today is an exciting day for Jonathan
and for students across Florida as they see a
tangible example of how their ideas can make a
difference in the lives of others,” said Governor
Crist. “The program helps our students have their
voices heard while the legislation expands their
opportunity to receive a well-rounded education.

Did You Know?
2-6 4-1 7-5
1-2 8-7 5-3

Florida ranks low in terms of the tax burden placed on residents

Based on income, property and other state and local tax collections the
Tax Foundation research organization ranks Florida among the lowest tax
states (Florida ranks #45 among the 50 states in 2004; only five states have
a lower tax burden).
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NATIONAL NEWS
Joe Madison Receives Kappa
and 'Talkers' Awards for
Community Service

Jo© Madison

Joe
"The
Black
Eagle"
Madison, activist
Radio Talk Show
Host,
with
a
particular passion
for justice in the
Sudan, is being
awarded with the
"Biff'
Carter
Community Service

Award
from
the
Washington, DC Chapter of the Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity, Inc.
The coveted award comes after a unanimous
vote by the chapter, which is to recognize his
community service at a special ceremony June 23
at Howard University's Blackburn Center.
Others who have received the "Biff" Carter
Award are media mogul Cathy Hughes, Rev.
Graylan Hagler, Gen. Calvin Franklin, and Dr.

Ethics "Bump in the Road" for
Freshmen Representatives

Gwendolyn Boyd.
Madison was also the first talk show host to
receive the annual Sharon L. Harrison Memorial
Award for Community Service earlier this month.
That award, presented by 'Talkers magazine' at the
New Media Seminar in New York, was in
recognition of his "outstanding work and
fundraising on behalf of the people of the Sudan."
Madison's show on WOL in D.C. can be heard
Monday through Friday, 6 a.m. to 10 a.m.
"We are so appreciative of the work that you
do so well to improve the quality of life in our
community and society at large. I know
personally because my Brothers and I have
witnessed your dedicated service whether at the
Sudan Embassy, the Mall, Fidelity, or in Africa
you have stood tall," says Kappa Awards
Committee Chair Samuel E. McCoy,
in a congratulatory letter. "One of my most
thankful moments was when I witnessed you and
Kappa Brother Rev. Walter Fauntroy be arrested
for the cause."

Minority Businesses Want
Chicago Olympic Presence
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHICAGO - The Chicago Urban League says
the city of Chicago should ensure minority-owned
businesses get their fair share of lucrative
contracts if the city lands the 2016 Summer
Olympic Games.
The Urban League recommends that Chicago
establish participation targets for black-owned
and other minority businesses.
The organization points to the Atlanta
Olympic organizing committee's success in

granting contracts to black-owned businesses,
including major construction companies, for the
1996 Summer Games.
Chicago is competing to host the 2016
Summer Games, and the International Olympic
Committee will select the winning host city in
2009. Other candidates include Madrid and Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil.
Committee spokesman Patrick Sandusky says
the city's Olympic organizing committee is
committed to the inclusion of minority businesses.

Congresswoman Kilpatrick
Denounces Supreme Court on
Race Plans
Washington, DC Today,

Congresswoman

Carolyn Cheeks Kilpatrick
(13th District, Michigan),

Chairwoman of the
Congressional Black
Caucus (CBC), released

Congresswoman
Kilpatrick

the following statement
on the Supreme Court
ruling to vacate school
desegregation plans in
Seattle and Louisville:
“Yesterday, the Supreme

Court rejected reason,
rationality, and respect for all Americans in its
decision limiting access to education for all
Americans. In rejecting school diversity plans
that made race a factor-but not the sole or most
important factor-in Louisville and Seattle, the
Court tears at the very fabric of unity in our
nation. We can, and we must, do better for our
children and grandchildren.
As a former teacher, a mother, and a
grandmother, I understand the value of education.
Access to education is one of our most sacred
privileges. Education is the linchpin of

IBY. AMBER
ENGLISH
NNP '

later issued a public apology on the House floor.
Johnson says he takes pride in already having
established some personal credibility on Capitol
Hill. Johnson says he believes he has
U. S. Rep. Hank accomplished this by “acting in such a way that
Johnson from the people can be proud of.”
4th
district
in
Johnson has focused on several issues,
Georgia
and
a including his introduction of legislation that
successor to former would reduce the shortfall of Georgia’s
Rep.
Cynthia PeachCare Health Care program. Johnson’s
McKinney Says that legislation would take money from other states’
the
biggest
Health Care programs that had surpluses and give
substantive issue for it to states suffering from shortfalls. He has also
U. S. Rep. Hank Johnson Ae newest members spoken before the House multiple times on the
of Congress has need for full funding of the federal children’s
>een ethics and ethics reform.
health care program.
With equal passion, Johnson says the 110th
“Many of the veteran members of congress
understand the climate we work within and they congress has faltered when it comes to ethics, says
want to see our ethics committee perform the way Johnson.
Even attempts to pass tougher ethics
it’s supposed to perform,” says Johnson. “So
legislation
have met tough criticism and
many of the freshman were elected promising a
new day as far as ethics were concerned, and they resistance. In May, Democratic leaders saw what
expected to be able to do things like an was supposed to be a sweeping ethics package
independent ethics panel, that matiy of the watered down to the bare minimum. Still, the
House passed the Honest and Open Government
veterans did not think would work very well.”
Johnson took office in January of this year, Act.
This past two years, tthe House has seen it’s
claiming the seat of McKinney by runoff in 2006.
3e joined more than 50 other newly elected share of ethics-related scandal. Controversy
congressional members, three of whom were surrounding former lobbyist Jack Abramoff,
former Rep. Randy “Duke” Cunningham, and
i 31ack.
McKinney served from 1993-2003, lost a now Rep. William Jefferson have raised public
race, was re-elected and served again from 2005- questions about honesty in Washington.
Still top Democrats say they are working hard
2007. Many of her constituents admired her for
ler outspokenness and passion for rights, but, to clean things up. Majority Leader Steny Hoyer
controversy seemed to follow iher. She threw spoke passionately for stronger ethics in the wake
of these and other scandals.
lefself into the national spotlight after a physical
Hoyer said in a press release early this month,
confrontation with a U.S. capitol police •officer
when he failed to recognize her at a security “The New Democratic Majority is absolutely
committed to ensuring the highest integrity.”
checkpoint.
Initially McKinney said it was racism, but she

Study Finds 1.8 Million Veterans
Are Uninsured
BY CHRISTOPHER LEE

achievement, success, and stability in our
country. If you were not bom of privilege,
education and hard work can earn you privilege.
This heinous ruling not only topples more than
half a century of progress achieved under the
Brown v. the Topeka, Kansas Board of Education
decision, it encourages separation and
segregation in private industry and government
as well as in education.
We applaud the remarks of Supreme Court
Justice Breyer. Justice Breyer, in his dissenting
opinion, said that 'this is a decision that the Court
and the Nation will come to regret.' The
Congressional Black Caucus will continue to
fight for quality education for all -children,
confront the crises posed to us by the Supreme
Court ruling, and continue the legacy established
by NAACP attorney and Supreme Court Justice
Thurgood Marshall to ensure that all American
children attend and receive a quality education.
The Congressional Black Caucus, 42
Members representing more than 40 million
Americans from 26 states, will continue the
legacy and ensure fairness, justice, and equality
for all.”

As the nation struggles to improve medical
and mental health care for military personnel
returning from Afghanistan and Iraq, about 1.8
million U.S. veterans under age 65 lack even
basic health insurance or access to care at
Veterans Affairs hospitals, a new study has found.
The ranks of uninsured veterans have
increased by 290,000 since 2000, said Stephanie
J. Woolhandler, the Harvard Medical School
professor who presented her findings yesterday
before the House Committee on Veterans Affairs.
About 12.7 percent of non-elderly veterans — or
one in eight -- lacked health coverage in 2004, the
most recent year for which figures are available,
she said, up from 9.9 percent in 2000. Veterans 65
and older are eligible for Medicare..

About 45 million Americans, or 15 percent of
the population, were uninsured in 2005, the
Census Bureau reports. “The data is showing that
many veterans have no coverage and they're sick
and need care and can't get it,” Woolhandler said.
Woolhandler's findings are based on data from
two national surveys — the Current Population
Survey administered by the Census Bureau and
the National Health Interview
Survey
administered by the Department of Health and
Human Services. Veterans who said they had
neither health insurance nor veterans or military
health care were counted as uninsured.
Veterans for Peace, TampaBay urges all
citizens to contact their congressional
representatives and tell them we must, at the
very least, take care of those who have service
related disabilities.
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SPORTS NEW S
Gators Leave Their Mark On
NBA Draft Night

Appeals court clears way for patdown searches to resume at Bucs
searches, which began in 2005, provide an

BY MITCH STACY

essential layer of security in an age of

constant terrorism threats.

TAMPA (AP) - A federal appeals court

The 61-year-old Johnston said Wednesday

cleared the way for pat-down searches to
resume at Tampa Bay Buccaneers home

that he was talking to his

games, rejecting a fan's contention that they

determine his next move. He could ask the

violate his constitutional protection against

panel to reconsider its decision, request a

unreasonable searches.
High school teacher Gordon Johnston

review by all 12 judges of the 11th Circuit or

attorneys to

appeal to the Supreme Court.
”’I don't want to give up on it,’’Said

successfully challenged the frisking of fans
entering Raymond James Stadium in three

Johnston, who vowed to get rid of his season

lower courts, but a three-judge panel of the

tickets

11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals overturned

government

those rulings Tuesday _ saying Johnston

Constitution, I think it's the wrong decision.”'

forfeited his
right to
challenge
the
constitutionality of the pat-downs when he

Rick Zabak, ah attorney for the Tampa
Sports Authority that runs the stadium, said

consented to them.

he's trying to determine whether the court's

if pat-downs

resume.

and

teacher

“'Being

knowing

a

The court also said Johnston doesn't have

decision allows the searches to automatically

a constitutional right to watch a football

resume at the Buccaneers' first preseason

game, that he was aware of the search policy

game Aug. 10 or if he has to ask a court to

before entering the stadium and that the Bucs

reinstate them.

•“Considering Johnston's ticket Was only a

“Pat-downs are an important part of our
comprehensive security procedures, including

revocable license to attend games, there is in

court's

opinion

concerning

whether

at

least

a

Johnston

secure facility perimeters and bag searches,”'

question
had

NFL

a

spokesman

Brian

McCarthy

right to pass voluntarily
through the stadium gates without being

“These

subjected to a pat-down search, even if he had

protection and safety of our fans.'”

constitutional

limited,

screenings

are

consensual

designed to

said.

security

enhance the

Tampa is the only NFL city where the pat-

not consented to one,”' the court wrote.

Johnston

downs had been successfully challenged in

accepted the pat-down searches but told

court, although lawsuits also have been filed

security officials he did not consent.
NFL officials have contended

in Chicago, Seattle and San Francisco.

At

three

games

in

2005,

NEW YORK - Thursday night's NBA Draft
began as a coronation of the league's two newest
prospective superstars. As expected Ohio State's
Greg Oden (Portland) and Texas' Kevin Durant
(Seattle) would go 1-2 in the proceedings.
But as the night went on, the Theater at
Madison Square Garden was slowly transferred
into a final “victory lap” for three prominent
members of the Florida Gators' back-to-back
NCAA Championship teams.
A year ago, A1 Horford, Corey Brewer, and
Joakim Noah were all highly regarded
sophomores that many draft experts thought
would be guaranteed lottery picks in the draft.
Especially after coming off the Gators'
impressive title run.
However, the trio would all collectively
decide to stay in Gainesville another season in
search of another national crown. Not only did
the three Gators help Florida win back-to-back
crowns, but in a sense made a small statement to
their small legion of critics.
While Oden and Durant got most of the predraft hype, Thursday night's selections of the
talented trio from Florida may have spoken
louder. Horford, Brewer and Noah were all
selected in the top 10 of the draft, making it the
first time three players from one school have
ever been taken in the top 10 in the same draft.
/“This has been an unbelievable experience,”
said Horford, who was the third overall pick by
the Atlanta Hawks. “Winning two national
championships at Florida and then moving to the
next level. It's something very special.”
The 6-foot-10, 245 pound Horford was the

The NFL lauded the ruling.

can revoke game tickets for any reason.

the

BY TONY MCCLEAN

the

such

BUCCANEERS SIGN T LEVEY
Raiders in May 2006 before being released by the
team on September 2. He was then drafted as a
free agent by the Berlin Thunder, of NFL Europa,
and started nine of the teams 10 games this
season.

The Tampa Bay Buccaneers today announced
that they have signed T Jabari Levey. Terms were
not disclosed.
Levey (6-6, 315) originally entered the NFL
as an undrafted free agent with. the Oakland

Panthers sign McLean and Zednik
country in seven international competitions,
including the Olympics and three world
championships.
Dvorak is a former member of the 1996
Panthers team that won the Eastern Conference
Championship and advanced to the Stanley Cup
Finals. He has scored 171 goals and 278 assists
during his 12 year career.
McLean posted career-high marks last season
with 15 goals and 20 assists in 78 games for the
Colorado Avalanche. He has 106 points in 238
NHL games during his four year career with
Colorado and Chicago.

SUNRISE (AP) - The Florida Panthers agreed
to multiyear deals with free agent forwards
Richard Zednik, center Brett McLean and right
winger Radek Dvorak on Sunday.
Zednik, 31, and Dvorak, 30, have each agreed
to two-year contracts with the club, and McLean,
28, has agreed to a three-year deal.
The 31-year-old Zednik has played in 621
career games for Washington, Montreal, and the
New York Islanders, recording 320 points. Last
season, while playing for both Washington and the
New York Islanders, he scored 21 points in 42
games.
The Slovakia native has represented his

highest selection by a Gator since Neal Walk was
selected No. 2 overall by the Phoenix Suns in
1969. Horford is only the third top five pick in
school history, as Mike Miller was selected fifth
in 2000 by Orlando.
Some 20 minutes later, the 6-foot-9 Brewer
was selected by the Minnesota Timberwolves as
the seventh overall pick. The Most Outstanding
Player of the 2007 Final Four averaged 13.2
points as a junior last season and was the SEC s
co-defensive player of the year.
Later Thursday night, the Timberwolves
added another Gator, as Chris Richard was taken
by Minnesota in the second round (41st overall'
pick) where he'll join Brewer.
Two spots later the Chicago Bulls used the
ninth pick to select the 6-foot-ll Noah and
history was made as U F had three of the first
nine picks in the draft. Chicago's selection even
left the ever loquacious Noah at a loss for words.
“I'm playing for an organization that I really
wanted to play for,” Noah said., “I feel like
Chicago definitely is one of the only teams that
really has a chance to be a contender and win a
championship.”
Along the way to his first press conference as
a pro, Noah quickly began to endear himself to
the Chicago fans. While walking through the
Theater aisles and signing numerous autographs,
Noah was greeted by a large contingent of Bulls
supporters.
Noah quickly became the pseudo mayor of
Chi-Town for the night as he bear hugged his
new fans, while signing more autographs and
taking pictures with several Bulls clad rooters.
In a night that saw several fans doing the
familiar “Gator Chop”, the Theater at Madison
Square Garden started to resemble the O'Connell
Center during a Florida fast break.
“I really think that the University is very
proud of us,” Noah added. “Not just the college
itself, but the students, alumni, and everything
else.”
“When we wore those Gator colors, we wore
them with pride. And I really think we
represented the school well. We weren't scared to
show our emotions and show our character.”
Now the three Gators look to make that same
sort of impact in the NBA.

Does Your Child
Have ASTHMA?
-3

There is help for you
through FREE Asthma
Care Coordination!
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All Children’s Hospital, in partnership with Steps to d
Pinellas County, offers an Asthma Outpatient Care Coordination service for

families with asthmatic children who live or attend school in St. Petersburg,
Gulfport, Pinellas Park or Kenneth City.

'

'

The goal of this f ree service is to help decrease the ambuht of tihfe

spent in the emergency room or the hospital with your child.
Care coordination can help you with...

If you think there might be
a warrant for your arrest...
Please call

♦ Asthma education in your home or at your doctor's office (before or after

New Negro

rnbi

your appointments).

Baseball

♦ Learning about your child's asthma through games, videos, literature and

(Returning New Negro ^aseball to Inner Cities)

(727) 322-0664

Internet websites.

Avoid the embarrassment of being

♦ Home visits to help you learn how to decrease asthma by finding out what your

ARRESTED!
A

.

child's asthma triggers are.

♦ Referral for private and confidential air quality assessment to find out if
there may be hidden triggers in your home.
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St. Pete., FL 33705
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♦ Friendly reminder phone calls to remind you of appointments and prompt you

Thomas M. English
N, Video, & Arts

to bring all the necessary information.

Please call Omar Zidi at (727) 767-4795
for more Information.
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JAMM
JAMM
“Season’s Jazz Jamm Finale at
the Bayview Room!”
'KTostalgia set in last
-L N Friday evening, when
the Mahaffey Theater and Jazz
Jamm presented its final concert
for Season No. 1 in the newly
renovated and intimate Bayview
Room. Fond memories of
popular New York City jazz
clubs, such as Birdland, Blue
Note, Village Gate and the Five
Spot were rekindled. Although
concert start time was at 7:30
PM, jazz fans came early in
order to obtain prime seating,
which caused the Bayview
Room to rapidly fill to capacity.
Jazz fans from all over the
Tampa Bay area, including,
former Count Basie band
member Larry Davis from as far
away as Washington, DC who
came to see and hear one of the
most talented musicians ever to
grace the Tampa Bay Jazz
Scene, Valerie Gillespie. You
could feel the emotions in the
air brought about by the
anticipation of an evening of
great jazz. Overheard in a
conversation where a group of
about seven male jazz fans were
seated: “Man, I wouldn’t have
missed this concert for all the
tea in China. This joint is the
hippest jazz club in Florida. We ,
definitely needed a place like
this to bring our out-of-town
guests?’ His friends sitting at the
table nodded their heads in
approval.
This particular concert was
special not only because it was
the last one of a successful first
season, but because it featured
the Valerie Gillespie Ensemble.
Valerie is a superb musician,
and is not only , the leader of her
own jazz group, but also a
member of the University of
South Florida Jazz Orchestra
and the Dan McMillion

v
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1101 First Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 821-1078
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For over 15 years she has used her natural abilities to work with many of the finest
musicians. With Pizzazz and vocal precision, Cleo presents a rich repertoire ranging from
the sultriest blues, the coolest jazz, favorite standards, to the hottest top 40. Precision and
Professionalism flow effortlessly from her, creating the perfect atmosphere for an
enriched entertainment experience.
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WEDNESDAY - ACCLAIMED POET C.C. AND FRIENDS (SPOKEN WORD POETRY)

Orchestra.
In addition to
playing jazz, she also provides
private instrumental music
lessons, and is a professor at
USF.
The
Valerie
Gillespie
Ensemble blends Valerie’s vocal
and instrumental styles to
produce an energetic sound that
draws audiences in with a wide
variety of familiar songs.
Combining the beautiful sounds
of Rick Sfeuart, on keyboards
and Joe Renda’s, exciting drums
with the world-class talent of
Valerie Gillespie, on alto, tenor,
baritone, and soprano saxophones,

concert and alto flutes, clarinet,
and last but not least vocals, the
group produces a product that is
appealing to all types of audiences.

The », Ensemble

features

fulfill the audience’s desires.
The musical repertoire
included ballads such as “In My
Life”, and “Someone To Light
Up My Life”. Herbie Hancock’s
very popular classic tune
“Maiden Voyage” made a hit
with the audience with Valerie
out-front oh soprano sax. A
‘blues’ had to be included and it
was with everyone’s favorite
ditty, “Is You Is Or Is You Ain’t
My Baby?” Dizzy Gillespie’s
original “Birk’s Works” was a
real cooker, especially when
Valerie picked up her baritone
saxophone. Towards the end of
the final set, yours truly was
asked to join the group in a
jamm playing Sonny Stitt’s
uptempo blues piece called
“Tenor Madness”. Trust me...

"It was smoking!” In fact, while
taking my solo, I heard jazz
musician Deke Webb, in the
Shirley Hom, and instrumentalists
Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis, audience call out “Jump on it.
Cannonball Adderly, and John Rick!” That only encouraged
Coltrane, along with the classic me to play harder.
The concert ended on a very
writing of Rogers and Hart,
high
note with most saying they
Harold Arlen, George and Ira
Gershwin, and Cole Porter. In were looking forward to the
other yvordsj their music is Second Annual Jazz Jamm
designed for the audience to tap Season in the Bayview Room at
their toes to and sing along with. the Mahaffey Theater beginning
in September 2007. Stay tuned!
Audiences are made comfortable
enough to interact, as the group
enjoys playing special requests
arid are highly motivated to

tunes from such vocal artists as
Nancy Wilson, Diana Rrall,

1/2 Price Well Drinks $ 2.50 ALL NIGHT
Glass of White Zin, Chardonnay, Merlot $ 3.00 Domestic Beers $ 2.50
THURSDAY - KARAOKE with RICK PARKER

Great Fun**Lots of Singing and Dancing
You Will Enjoy Our “LOCAL IDOLS”
FRIDAY - BEST HAPPY HOUR IN THE TAMPA BAY AREA

1/2 Price Drink Specials 5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Free Buffet - 5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Live Vocalist - Ms. B From Tampa FL, 7:00 p.m. + 8:00 p.m.

Great DJ Dance Mix 8:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.
SATURDAY - PARTY TIME ON SATURDAY

Great DJ Dance Mix 8:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.
New Line Dance “THE CUPID SLIDE”
SUNDAY - SOULFUL SOUNDS of ‘Cleo Heart”

Drink Specials $ 2.00 Heineken, Bud & Bud Lite, Miller Lite
$ 3.00 GLASS OF WINE
“On Que Players appearing July 8,

THE KIZMET PROVIDES QUALITY DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT

IN AN EXCITING AND SAFE ENVIRONMENT

STROKE OF HOPE FOUNDATION HOSTED
BENEFIT CONCERT IN MEMORY OF R&B
STAR LUTHER VANDROSS
YONKERS, NY - Stroke of Hope
Foundation announced today, the
organization's first New York benefit
concert in memory of legendary R&B
htfl
artist Luther Vandross. The First Annual
Celebration of Hope - Remembering
Luther Vandross stars saxophonist Kirk
Whalum featuring Philippe Saisse, Jeff
Golub among others. The event took
place Sunday, July 1, 2007 - on the
second anniversary of the R&B star's
death after suffering a stroke — at New
York City's Borough of Manhattan
Community
College's
Tribeca
Performing Arts Center.
“Stroke of Hope Foundation is near
Kirk Whalum
and dear to my heart,” said Mary Ida
featured performer Vandross, 82, who has spent the last
at concert
years after her son's death speaking
>ut on preventive health care, the dangers of diabetes and stroke
>revention. “People need to take better care of themselves. I
lave formed a meaningful relationship with Stroke of Hope and
t is my mission now to try to help others.
A stroke occurs in the U.S. every 45 seconds. It is the third
eading cause of death and. the #1 cause of serious, long-term
Usability in the U.S. African Americans are highest at risk,
vhile about 40,000 more women than men suffer from a stroke

SJHB

;achyear.
“Stroke of Hope is very excited to have the involvement of
<irk Whalum and Mother Vandross,” said Hazella Rollins-

LaVar, founder and executive director, Stroke of Hope
Foundation. “So many people have been affected by this
disease. When stroke touches a single life, it has a ripple effect.
This event provides us with reality and at the same time is a
celebration of hope.”
Kirk Whalum, whose dad is a stroke survivor, performed his
first benefit concert for the organization earlier this year in Los
Angeles and has made a commitment to create awareness of the
organization and its mission. “This is very special to me,” said
Whalum.' “I have made a very personal and spiritual
commitment to this cause and it gives me great pleasure to use
my gift and talents not only to heal but to educate others while
honoring my friend and my. father.”
Luther Vandross suffered a debilitating stroke in April 2003.
Never fully recovering, he died two years later at age 54. During
his four-decade career, Vandross sold more than 25 million
copies, each one of his 14 albums achieving either platinum or

multi-platinum status.
Stroke of Hope Foundation is a non-profit organization
committed to improving the quality of life for people affected
by stroke. Its goal is to create awareness, promote prevention
and provide support for Stroke Survivors, their Care Partners
arid families by encouraging physical and emotional recovery,
and maintaining an on-line support system.
Sponsors .of the event include: American Express, CD
101.9, and Borough of Manhattan Community College's
Tribeca Performing Arts Center. Proceeds from the event will
benefit Stroke of Hope Foundation.

2007”

PALLADIUM

at ST. PETERSBURG COLLEGE

coming soon
injuly
American Stage Summer Camp
Be An Improv Comic Genius!
ThursdayJuly 12,5:30 p.m.
FREE ADMISSION

k @ Disney's High School Musical
Friday, July 20,7:30 p.m., $5—$20
Saturday, July 21,2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m., $5~$20
Sunday, July 22,2 p.m. matinee, $5—$20

American Stage Summer Camp
Shakespeare's a Blast!
Tuesday, July 26,5:30 p.m.
FREE ADMISSION

. in august

► Battle oftheB3s-Jazz vs. Blues
Saturday, Aug. 11,7:30 p.m., $10—$15
© Dress Circle Event

BOX OFFICE (727) 822-3590 • www.mypalladium.org
253 FIFTH AVE. N., ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33701
MEDIA SPONSOR
W Brlnsb.™

111 re

2007 OLYMPIAN SPONSORS Gus & Frances Stavros, Hotlgh Family Foundation, Marl & Marianne Mahaffey,
Progress Energy, R8C Cain Raoscher, Sembler Company, Synovus Sank. Tech Data, St Petersburg Times. Ray and
Nancy Murray Sponsored in part by the State of Flonda. Department of State, Orcs,on of Cultural Affairs, the

V*TFlorida Ans Council, the National Endowment for the Arts and the City of St. Petersburg.
Additional Parking at Synovus Bank 333 3rd St. N.
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Dea. Willie Feaster, Jr.
Bom on October 3, 1936, in
Deland, Florida to the late. Willie and

Barbara Feaster, Willie Feaster, Jr.
departed this life on June 23, 2007.
Those left to cherish his memories

include his wife, Martha Feaster; two
sons, Willie Feaster III of Atlanta,

GA and Robert Graham of Daytona
Beach, FL; two daughters, Gwen
Feaster of Atlanta. GA and Joann

Monroe of St. Petersburg, FL; three

sisters, Darlene Hayward of Texas,
Deloris Feaster and Mary Ashford of

Deland, FL:

four brothers, Joe

(Marita) Feaster and Johnny B.
(Hattie) Feaster of Deland, FL,
Morris (Teresa) Feaster and Hayward
(Mary) Feaster of St. Petersburg, FL;

three sister-in-laws, Thelma Kyler
Kelly of St. Petersburg, FL, Sophia
Rouse of Atlanta, GA and Martha

Allen of Deland FL; four other
daughters Brenda Jordan of St.
Petersburg, FL, Dorothy Wimberly,

Marilyn Wimberly and Kimberly

Fryar ofAtlanta, GA, four other sons,

Bill, Jay, and Gregg Wimberly of
Atlanta, GA and Michael Wilson of

Germany; five grandchildren and
two great grand children. A host of

Mary D. Johnson

Yvette Diane Lee

Eula K. McMullian

Melinda Smith

Albert Thomas, Sr.

Bom on , May 7,1930 St.
Petersburg, FL Predeceased by her

Bom on December 26,1963, to
the late Jake Long and Eula Lee.
Yvette'“Diane” Lee departed this

Bom on August 16, 1938 in
Tampa, FL to Mr. Thomas Jefferson
Jackson and Mrs. Eula Mae

Bom on March 11, 1914, in
Twinlight, FL to the late Ed O’Neal
and Ethel Robinson O’Neal.

late Mollie and Quarterman Thomas

life on Sunday, June 24, 2007.
Those left to cherish her
ftiemories include, three daughters,
Ayanna Nicole Taylor, ' Lateria
Diane Lee and Arshawna Lesha
Parks, all of St. Petersburg;* two
sisters, Aljean Bryant of St.
Petersburg and Sandra (George)
Toomes of Tallahassee, FL; five
brothers, Derrick (Minnie) Lee,

Jackson. Mrs. Eula Kate McMillian

Melinda Smith departed this life on

departed this life on June 13, 2007.
Those left to cherish her
memories include, a devoted
daughter, Paulette (Kenneth Sr.) of
St. Petersburg; ‘five grandchildren,
Arian Mykul Cartwright, Miami, FL,
Jennifer Ariel, Kenneth Jr., Timothy
James and Samuel Paul Goolsby, all
of St. Petersburg; and a host of other
relatives and friends. MCRAE

Wednesday, June 20, 2007.
Those left to cherish her
memories include, nephews, Clarence
O’Neal of St. Petersburg and

“Buddy”, “Poppy” Thomas Sr.
departed this life on Wednesday,

parents Mac and Hattie Hart Dixon
Mary D. Johnson, her daughter
Thelma Huggins, two sisters, Carrie

Hope and Christine Jones; one
brother, Carl Dixon, Mary D.
Johnson, departed this life on June

23,2007.

'

Those left to cherish her
memories include, One Brother,
Herbert H. (Gwen) Dixon; one
Grandson, Johnny Huggins; one
granddaughter, Tracey Huggins;
Nephews, Jodie Johnson, Rickie
(Andrea) Dixon, Maurice Newkirk,
St. Petersburg, FL, Steve (Shirley)
Jones, Dallas, TX, Carl Dixon, Jr.,
Tampa, FL, and Herbert F. Dixon,
Ocala, FL; Nieces, Antoinette
Davis, Martina (Phil) Haywood,
Brenda Harrington, Kim (Conell)
Pierce, St. Petersburg, FL, and Cara
(Hardy)
Dixon-Taliaferro,
Palmetto, FL; Great-granddaughter,
Teneshia Huggins-Hall; and a host
of other relatives, including grand
nephews, nieces and cousins; her
church family, and many friends
she considered very special.
MCRAE FUNERAL HOME

Michael Lee and Stephen (Tabitha)
Tutson, all of St. Petersburg, Terry

Edward Scott of Mobile, AL;
nieces, Flossie M. O’Neal, Helen
Papl, both of St. Petersburg and
Shellie Roebuck of Philadelphia,

Bom on January 3, 1913 to the

in Quincy, FL. Albert “Daddy”,

June 20, 2007.
Those left

to cherish his
memories include, three daughters,
Bevelyn Thomas White, Cassandra
F. Thomas and Daria Y. Thomas, all
of St. Petersburg; one daughter-inlaw, Minister Mentha Thomas of St.

PA; and a host of other relatives and

Petersburg; six grandchildren, fifteen

friends. CREAL FUNERAL HOME

great-grandchildren, two great-great
grandchildren; and a host of nieces,
nephews, cousins, other relatives
and friends. CREAL FUNERAL

FUNERAL HOME

Collins of Galvary GA and Roger
Conyers of Tampa, FL; seven

HOME

grandchildren and a host nieces,
nephews, cousins, aunts, uncles,
other relatives and close friends.
MCRAE FUNERAL HOME

nieces, nephews, cousins and friends,
as well as three best friends, Albert

Green, Robert Harris; and George
Parker ail of St. Petersburg, FL.

YES

CALVARY
CATHOLIC
CEMETERY
Burial Spaces

JESUS

LOVES

$890
“A Piece of Mlpd, at tlje Tlipe of Weed”

Complete Funeral
& Burial Included
$6995.00

and Immaculate Matt
and family

Pre-need
Interest-free
financing
available

Harold E. Watkins

ME,

Owner Dwayne E. Matt

Bom on January 11,1946 to the
late Richard and Thelma Watkins,
in Tallahassee, FL. Harold E.
Watkins departed this life on June

THE

21,2007.
Those

BIBLE

Includes: Removal, Embalming, Funeral Car, Hearse, Casket, Vault,
Obituary, Burial Space with Opening & Closing,
Casket Spray, Funeral Notice and On-Line Guest Book

“Service Is tlje Soul’s Highest Calling”
Call: Dwayne E. Matt, L.F.D.

Prince and Edna Matt

11801 - U.S. 19 N.
Clearwater, FL

TELLS

727-572-4355

ME SO

(727) 328-0466

left

to

cherish

his

memories
include... five
sons,
Michael of Largo, FL, Patrick of
Dallas, TX, Nicholas and Harold Jr.,
both of Tallahassee, FL and Carlos

Archer (Selena) of St. Petersburg;
four daughters, Zanaetta, Maxine
Wilson and Nahia, all of St.
Petersburg and Chardonnay of
Richmond, VA; three brothers,
George Ribbon of Richmond, VA,
Collie Ribbon (Alvester) of St.
Petersburg, VA and Robert Ribbon
(Elizabeth) of Bealeton, VA; one
sister, Patricia Boone (George) *of

80 SMITH <58

FUNERAL HOME & CREMATION SERVICE
------ SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987 —

Our Professional Caring Staff...
Affordable Services with Dignity...
Anchored in Integrity...
has established us, as a leader In the funeral Industury,
Consider us first tor all of your funeral Arrangements.
Standard and Premier Funeral Packages
personalized to your family needs.

“It’s all taken care of’
These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.

So that your funeral is fully funded and won’t be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today’s cost.

“Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours”
Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly persona! way

727-894-2266 / Fax 821-8728
153418th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Richmond VA; five grandchildren

and a host of nieces, nephews,
cousins and sorrowing friends.
CREAL FUNERAL HOME

Creal Funeral
Home
1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
(727) 896-2602

J 950
State Approved Pre-Funeral

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005

Arrangement Plan

Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service * Shipping Service

Robert Creal, Sr., LFD
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CHURCH NEWS
CHURCH EVENTS LISTING
ST. MARK MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE COGIC
MEN’S DAY A GREAT SUCCESS
Pastor William E. Anderson, the men and members of
Pentecostal Temple COGIC rejoice at the success of their Annual
Men’s Day services. As expected, God was great in our midst and
our efforts ended in overwhelming success. The Honorable Judge
Michael Andrews did an outstanding job of presenting to us the
plan of God for our lives according to His Word along with
statistics for our awareness during the morning service. Pastor
Jonathan Anderson also did an outstanding job of the ministry of
the Word as he challenged us to put our faith in God and His Word
to work during the evening service. And, the Mt. Zion Progressive
Men’s Chorus richly blessed us through the ministry of song.
Brother Joe Foster, Jr. was crowned as our “Man of the Year.”
Our sincerest “thank you” to each of you who came and/or
participated in any way and helped to make these services both
spiritually and financially enriching. Pastor Anderson and the
members of Pentecostal Temple are always glad to welcome
visitors to any of our services. You will find a listing of our
regularly scheduled services in the Church Directory section of this
newspaper. Pentecostal Temple is located at 2230 22nd Street
South in St. Petersburg.

“Elder Clarence Welch
Celebrates 43rd Anniversary”
Mother Cora Savage,
Coordinator for the Pastoral
Anniversary, and the Prayer
Tower Family will be
celebrating their Pastor’s 43rd
Pastoral Anniversary beginning
July 12-16, 2007. Pastor Welch
is an exemplary pastor and has
been a blessing not only to his
members but the community at
large. Those of you who know
and love Pastor Welch, we take
the opportunity to invite you to
participate with us during this
glorious celebration.

The services are 7:30 P.M.:

Wednesday, July 12 • Pentecostal Temple COGIC; Elder
William Anderson, Pastor

Thursday, July 13

Bible Way COGIC, Elder Sylvester

Reeves Sr., Pastor

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

The St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church, under the leadership
of its dynamic, spirited, man of God, the Reverend Brian Kenneth
Brown, its official staff of Deacons and Trustees, and the entire
congregation of St. Mark, extends to the community at large, its
wishes that there would be an overflowing of God’s blessings upon
their lives. St. Mark is grounded in a Christ-centered doctrine that
has as its central theme, a belief that we are a haven of hope, help,
and healing for a world hungering for and thirsting after the
enlightened word of God. At St. Mark, we are Christians willing to
work and partner in unity, praising God for His awesome gift, His
son Jesus Christ.
Upcoming for July
July 14

Women’s Bible Study @ 9:30 a.m.
State Congress and Youth Convention
convening in Tampa, Florida
Congress No. 2 convening at St. Mark M.
B, C. nightly @6:30 p.m. (Refreshments)
and exciting workshops each @ 7:00 p.m.
Annual Congress No. 2 Picnic

July 16-20
July 25-28

July 28

St. Mark Offers ...

Sunday School is held for both children and adults of all ages.
Sunday School starts each Sunday morning at 9:30 a.m. All are
invited to come out and join us.
Baptist Training Union is each Sunday at 5:00 p.nj. Members
and the general public are invited to come out and study the Bible
with us and learn “What Baptist Believe”.
Children and Youth Ministry Meetings are held every Monday
at 6:00 p.m. Children in the community are welcomed to join us.
Sunday School Teachers’ Meeting is held every Tuesday at 7:00
p.m.
Senior Hour of Power Bible Study is held every Thursday at
9:30 a,m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study every Thursday evening at
7:00 p.m.
St. Mark Tutoring Ministry: Closed until start of 2007-2008
School Year
St, Mark Technology Lab: Summer Hours: the St. Mark
Computer Lab will be open and available for use on Tuesday
evenings from 5:30 pm. to 7:30 p.m. Thursday mornings hours are
10:00 a.m. on June 14 and 28 only. Wednesday hours are suspended
until August. The lab is available for St. Mark members as well for
members of the community. We invite you to come learn basic
information about how to use a computer and how to use Word or
Excel software to complete letters, reports or projects. Volunteers
are needed who can assist with questions about Microsoft
applications, internet and email during lab hours.

The New Hope family invites you to worship with us on
Sunday morning. Our morning begins at 7:45 Early Morning
Service. Sunday school begins at 9:00 with classes available for all
ages! Bring the entire family to learn more about our Lord and
Savior, Jesus Christ.
Worship continues at 10:30 with the New Hope Male Chorus
leading the congregation in praise. The Music team consists of
Michael McKenny, Vemard McKenny, Marcus Childs, and Corey
Givens. The Bread of Life will be served by our Esteemed Pastor,
Reverend Carlos L. Senior. We will be delighted to have you
worship with us!
New Hope will worship with the Gethsemane Missionary
Baptist Church, Reverend Ronald Gibson, Pastor at 3:30 on
Sunday afternoon. Why not join us?
We are proud to be the hosts of the West Coast Baptist
Association Congress of Christian Education July 9 —13, 2007.
The Kick-off for the Congress is Monday evening, July 9th at 7:00.
We invite you to attend. The various classes will begin Tuesday
morning at 9:00. Afternoon classes are also offered, time
determined by the Congress. Service will be held each evening at
7:00. For further information, please call the church office.
MIDWEEK P.U.S.H.

(Prayer, Understanding & Spiritual Healing)

Bible Study (Adult and Youth) will resume on Wednesday
evening, July 18th at 7:00. Bring the entire family to learn more
about our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. We will also begin Prayer
Time at 6:00 each Wednesday.
Prayer Band will resume on Thursday morning, July 19th at
11:00. “Effectual, fervent prayers of the righteous availeth much.”
Come let’s praise God together.
UPCOMING EVENTS

(Month of July)
July 14th ........................... . .........Annual Church Picnic

July 29th

.................................“Sunday 5th Power”
Pastor’s Advocates Fellowship Hour

“The Christian life is a journey of transformation.’'

Friday, July 14 - Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church,
Bishop Raymond T. Baker, Pastor

St. Mark M. B. Church

Sunday, July 15 @11:30 — Queen Street COGIC, Supt.

Anthony Conage, Pastor
Sunday, July 15

1301 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

! 4:00 - East Lake COGIC, Supt. Willie

Matheney, Pastor

,2007 Christian Women’s Conference,
7 August 10 ^U92007

Come one, come all and let us give honor to the Man of God
for the service that he has given to his Church Family and

Community. His advice to other Pastors is “All you need is to

he faithful to God and he will supply all your needs
according to his riches in glory!”

1

Oman’s Journey*

Keynote speaker: Alicia Williamson Garcia
Singer/Songwriter, Speaker and Television host

www.aliciawilliamson.com
See back for additional information

August 10-11, 2007
Friday, August 10,2007 Praise & Worship Service @ 7:00 pan.
•

Introduction of our Keynote speaker
Sis. Alicia Williamson Garcia

•

Liturgical Dancers

•
•

Christian Poetry
Testimonies and more...

.

Saturday, August 11, 2007 Registration begins at 8:00 am.
•

Continental breakfast

•
•
•

•

Praise and Worship 9:00 a.m.
Keynote address r Sis. Alicia Williamson Garcia
Exciting Break-a-way sessions
(Featuring speakers from within our community)
Give-a-ways

•

Lunch

•

and much, much more...

Special offer with this ad:
■

n
a

Register before July 15,2007 and receive $5.00 off

HOWTO REGISTER

Call the church office @
727-321-6631 to have a
brochure mailed directly
to your home.

Email:
info@stmarkch.org
Visit our website after
April 1,2007
(www.stmarkch.org) and
download your brochure
and registration form.
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4 Steps To GOD
while we were yet sinners Christ died for us.

1, God Loves You!

Jesus rose from the dead and now He lives

in

heaven with God His Father. He offers us the gift of
The Bible says, “God so loved the world that
eternal life of living forever with Him ip heaven if

He gave His one and only Son, that whoever
we accept Him as our Lord and Savior. Jesus said “I

believes in Him shall not perish, but have eternal
am the way, the truth, and the life. No one comes to

1

life”

the Father except by Me.”

The problem is that.. .
God reaches Out in love to you and wants you to

be His child. “As many as received Him, to them He
gave the right to become children of God, even to

2. All of us have done, said or thought
those who believe on His name.” You can choose to

things that are wrong. This is called sin, and
ask Jesus Christ to forgive your sins and come in to

our sins have separated us from God.
your life as your Lord and Savior.

The Bible says “All have sinned and fall short

of the glory of God.” God is perfect and holy, and
our sins separate us from God forever. The Bible
says “The wages of sin is death.”

The good news is that, about 2,000 years ago,

4. If you want to accept Christ, you
can ask Him to be your Savior and
Lord by praying a prayer like this:
“Lord Jesus, I believe you are the Son of God:

3. God sent His only Son Jesus
Christ to die for our sins.
Jesus is the Son of God. He lived a sinless life

Thank you for dying on the cross for my sins. Please
forgive my sins and give me the gift of eternal life.
I ask you in to my life and heart to be my Lord and

Savior. I want to serve you always.”

and then died on the cross to pay the penalty for our
sins. “God demonstrates His own love for us in that

Did you pray this prayer?

PRAYER IS THE
KEY TO FAITH
955 20th Street South

•

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church

(727) 894-4311
(

Website:

Progressive Missionary
Baptist Church

912 3rd Avenue North- St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Email: mzpmbc@gte.net

www.mzprcfgressive.prg

(727) 822-2089

m

Bethel1894@knology.net

Worship Services............ ......... . ........... 7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.

Breakfast Ministry................... ..Sunday 8:00 ajm.
Church School ............................ ............... .9:00 ajm.
Morning Worship.................................. ,...10:30 ajml .
Bible Study.......... ..................... Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
Youth Church ............... Mon & Wed 5:30 p.m.

Sunday School............................. . ...9;00 a.m.

Prayer Service (Wed).................... ................................6:00 p.m.

Bible Study (Wed)....—...... .......................6:30 p.m.

4 4

Mission Statement:

Reverend & Mrs.
Jimmie B. Keel

Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Rev. Louis M. Murphy, Sr.

“There’s A Place For YOU in the AME Church”

Senior Pastor

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

walhims in The Promissd

i

Blllllllt

3200 Fifth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

*

(727) 327-1373

£Avundam^l{girvest
Worship C e n f e r

Early Morning Worship .................. .. .7:30 a.m.

Sunday School .......................... .. .9:30 a.m.

■BfiraL

Morning Worship

IRSC'
|||V
1 or

... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ............ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .11:00 a.m.

Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting .. .. .7:00 p.m.

4682 40th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33714

Pastor Maceo and
Tarnika McGriff

Friday Prayer Meeting i.......................... .. ............ .. .. .11:00 a.m.
Rev. Norris L.
Martin, Sr. - Pastor

vision

(727) 374-1864
www.abundant-harvest.org

Sunday
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Feed The Homeless
2:00 p.m.
Wednesday
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
Log on:
www.travelwiththechurch.com
(to book your travel engagements)

“Wa ik i ng Qn The Tromiseck Vision”

“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church”

Saiijt Jo I) i) fMii|itlve Baptist Church
Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor
Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755

Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Emaik.sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com

fCew HCt. Olive Primitive Baptist tfhurch
“& Pecu/far People Persuaded

Perform

Purpose”

3001 18th Avenue South • Saint Petersburg, Florida 33712
Phone: (727) 327-9904 • Fax:(727)322-0409

Churcli School - 9:30 AM • Morning Worship - 11:00 AM
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting & BibleStudy - 7:00PM

Scheduled Services:
Early Morning

-

8:00 a.m.

Church School

-

9:45 a.m.

Mid-Morning

-

Elder Benjamin
Adams, Jr.,
Senior Pastor

11:00 a.m-.

Mid-week Family Night Bible Study

-

7:00 p.m.

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”
Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts

1:4-8)

Greater St. Paul Missionary Baptist
Church
532-33rd Street South • St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday School ..........................

Morning Worship............ .............

9:30a.m.

11:00a.m.

Evening Worship .............................. 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union .................

5 p.m.

Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Rev. Clyde
Williams

Thursday Night Prayer Meeting & Teachers Meeting

We welcome you at all times

1

t

V
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240

(727)321-6631

E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

• www.stmarkch.org

Schedule of Services
v

Sunday Worship Service

10:00 a.m.

Sunday School

9:00 a.m.

Teen Summit (Wednesday)

7:00 p.m.

Bible Study (Wednesday)

7:00 p.m.

Church School ...................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................
10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union.....................
5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
Rev. Rickey L. Houston
Pastor

“God’s House In The City’

Pentecostal feipple Church of God ip Christ
2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 865-1520

‘Creating a Q-Caven of Q-Coye, Q~Ce(f>, ancT dTeaCingfor Christ”

Friendship

10th Street Church Of God

Missionaxy Baptist Church

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

207 - 10th Street North

3300 31st Street South

(727) 898-9407

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Morning Glory

Elder William
E. Anderson,
Pastor

Sunday

(727) 906-8300

9:00 a.m.

Sunday School

9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

11:00 a.m.

www.fmbctheship.org

Dr. John A. Evans,
Pastor

Sunday............... 7:45 A.M. and 11 A.M. Worship

Prayer & Bible Study

Wednesday

7:30 p.m.

Sunday School............ .......................... 9:30 A.M.

Intercessory Prayer

Saturday

5:45 a.m.

Wednesday............. Noonday Bible Study and

kingdom”

Morning Worship...................:.................ll:00 aan.

Wednesday Evening Prayer......................6:30 pan.

"Helping and
Healing"

"Inspiring and
Instructing"

Thursday......... ...........7 P.M. Youth Enrichment

Macedonia Freewill
Baptist Church

Sunday School......... ............. .................. ..........9:30 aan.

"Serving and Saving

Bread of Life; 7 P.M. Prayer and Bible Study

“91 church working togetherfor the uyhuiCding of (god’s

"Praying and
Praising"

Wednesday Night Bible Study .................7:30 p Jn.
Rev. Ronald L. Bell
Pastor

The church where what God’s word teaches is practiced!

Trhy^r Tvwcr Church

20th Street
Church Of Christ
820 20th Street South

Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990

St. Petersburg, FL

Bishop Raymond T. Baker, Pastor

Home: 896-8006

Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed every first Sunday

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Sunday Morning Bible Class

9:00 a.m.

Sunday Morning Worship

10:30 a.m.

Ladies Bible Class Monday

7:00 p.m.

Sunday Evening Worship
Monday Evening Bible Class

5:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Wednesday Evening Bible Class 7:00 p.m.

Queen Street
Church Of God In Christ
1732 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727)896-4356

Qvd id Christ

________

Services

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.

vf

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

900 - 16th Avenue South \St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m,

Rev. Brian K. Brown

Sunday

Sunday School -10:30 am.
A. M. Service -11:30 am.
YPWW (1st & 3rd Sunday) - 5:30 pan.
PJM. Service (1st & 3rd Sunday) - 6:30 pan.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 pan.

Tuesday

Morning Prayer-9:30 to 10:30 aan.

Wednesday

Prayer Service - 7:30 pan.

Thursday

Bible Study (for all ages) - 7:30 pan.

LET THE COfirWHITT
KNOW HPOtfr
TOME CtMKfl

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School

11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

YPWW First and Third Sunday of each month after Morning Service
Neln ^fitilrthelpltta Contmuntty Cljurclj

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 896-5228
www.spreadinghopeonline.org

P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Wisdom School 9:50 A.M.

Sunday Services:

Morning Worship 10:30 A.M.

. Church School ....... 9:00 a.m.

Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 P.M. (Wed.)

Praise & Worship Service
The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin.......................................

........... Associate Pastor

Finance Ministry............ .. .. .................... ••••••••••■••.............. James Robinson

Children & Youth Ministry............... ",.... i.....,........... ■............Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry.........................'■■■'............................ ..........

Rev. Carlos Senior,
Pastor

The Old Landmark Cathedral
Church Of God In Christ
Superintendent Mitchell L. Bryant, Pastor
4201- 6th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727/898-8616 • Fax: 727/502-9843

“Grace and Peace Be Unto You from the Old
Landmark Church Family”

(Prayer Meeting/Bible Study) 7:00 p.m.

‘One Body, One Spirit, One Hope’

Sunday Morning Worship - 11 a.m.

Wednesday Night Bible Study - 7:30 p.m

9:15 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. - 10:20 a.m.
10:20 a.m. — 10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling:
(727) 327-0015

Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: Monday thru Thursday
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Ebenezer New Testament
Churcli of God

THE NEW LATTER DAY
DELIVERANCE MINISTRIES, INC.

“Winning Souls and Making Disciples’’

3900 5th AVENUE NORTH

3931 Central Avenu®, St Petershurg Florida 33713
(727) 321 -8989
Sbitnezerntoog@yahoo.com
fty www.ebenezerntcog.org
SUNDAY |

Sunday School 8

TUESDAY NIGHT @ 7:30 p.m. - BIBLE STUDY

FRIDAY NIGHT @ 7:30 p.m. - PRAISE & WORSHIP
7:00 pm.

School of Leaders

FRIDAY G,

SUNDAY SCHOOL @ 10:00 a.m.
7:00 pm. ffl

Youth Nite

Noon Day Prayer - Daily at 12 noon

SATURDAY
Harvest Crusade

ST. PETERSBURG, FL

PHONE: (727) 642-9839

WORSHIP SERVICES:

10:00 am.
J 11:15 am.
6:00 pm.

WEDNESDAY

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.

Supt. Mitchell (.Bryant
and Lady Danita B. Bryant

Midweek P.U.S.H.

Divine Worship
Evening Service

Schedule of Services

Church School:
Devotion:
Praise and Worship:
Morning Worship Service:
Bible Study each Tuesday:

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 - 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida

Wednesday Services:

Wyvonnia McGee

“A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People”

.

10:30 a.m.

The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

7:00 pjn.

Pastors:
Bishop Ed Nelson &
Rev. Sharon Nelson

SUNDAY WORSHIP CELEBRATION @ 11:30 am.

“A Church of Ordinary People Serving an Extraordinary God!”

First Baptist Institutional
Church
3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 323-7518

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

Dominion Worship Ministries
“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”

Come Worsdiy with vis...
Sunday Worship Services
8 a.m., To a.m., 5 y.m.
9:10 a.m. — Righteous tRay

4016 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711

(727) 321-8574

OAontCay
7:00 y.m. - Coryorate (Prayer
Monday. Wednesday,

Saturday
6:00 a.m. - Corporate (Prayer

Wednesday IBfOCe Study.
12 noon, 7:30 p.m.
‘Thursday

Rev. Wayne G.
Thompson, Pastor

7:00 p.m. — Music Se the Arts

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
Partners In Ministry

gg
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Cool Watermelon Slushes
INGREDIENTS
6 ice cubes
2 cups cubed seeded watermelon
1 teaspoon honey
DIRECTIONS

Place the ice cubes into a blender. Cover, and pulse until crushed. Add the
watermelon and blend for about 1 minute, until slushy.
Add the honey, and blend for about 10 seconds.

Easy Raspberry Lemonade
Tips for a perfectly grilled steak
Choose wisely: Favorable grilling candidates include New York
strip, T-bone, porterhouse, sirloin, filet tnignon and rib-eye.

Size matters: Choose cuts that are 1- to 1BY: KELLY BRYANT 1/4 inch thick. Pay special attention to bonein cuts of meat: make sure the steak is an even thickness. Meat near the
bone will take longer to cook.

Use caution with marinades: Over-marinating can result in tough
or mushy meat. For additional ways to flavor-up a steak, try a dry rub
or top cooked steaks with herbed butter.
Handle hot coals: Sear steaks over direct heat, then move them to
indirect heat to finish cooking. For a 1-inch thick steak, a general guide
is 5 to 7 minutes per side for medium-rare (145 degrees F). For an
accurate reading—and to avoid cutting into that sublime steak—use a
meat thermometer to test for doneness.

INGREDIENTS
1 (12 fluid ounce) can frozen raspberry lemonade concentrate
3 cups water
3/4 teaspoon lime juice
1 (12 fluid ounce) can or bottle lemon-lime flavored carbonated
beverage
1 cup crushed ice
1 cup fresh raspberries, garnish
1 cup fresh mint, garnish
DIRECTIONS
In a large punch bowl, combine raspberry lemonade concentrate,
water and lime juice. Stir in lemon-lime soda and crushed ice.
Garnish each glass with a fresh raspberry and a mint leaf.

Wild West
Coleslaw

2 tablespoons sugar
2 tablespoons cider vinegar
2 teaspoons coarse-grain
brown mustard
Salt and pepper to taste

Serves 10
Prep time: 15 minutes
Chill time: 2 to 6 hours

Happy

Fourth of July!
T

PUBLIX,

SAVING

4 cups shredded cabbage
2 medium Red Delicious
apples, cored and chopped
1 cup halved seedless red
and/or green grapes
1/2 cup chopped onion
1 cup raisins (optional)
1/2 cup chopped walnuts
(optional)
3 large dill pickles, chopped
(optional)
1/3 cup Great Valhe low-fat
mayonnaise

IS

PART

1. In large bowl combine cabbage,
apples, grapes and onion. Add
raisins, walnuts and/or pickles,
if desired.
2. Jn small bowl use wire whisk to
combine mayonnaise, sugar, vine
gar, mustard and salt and pepper
to taste. Add to cabbage mixture.
Lightly toss until coated.
3. Cover and refrigerate 2 to 6 hours
before serving. Cover and refrig
erate leftovers.

OF

THE

PLEASU R E

4"
Boneless Top Sirloin Steak
Publix Premium Certified Beef, USDA Choice, Beef Loin
SAVE UP TO 2.00
j

Athena
Cantaloupe.....

213.00

A Good Source of Folate, each

SAVE UP TO 2.98 ON 2

BBBBBB
1957

Lemon Meringue
Pie......................

400

Graham Cracker Crust Filled With Tangy Lemon Filling
and Topped With Sweet Fluffy Meringue,
From the Publix Bakery, 34-oz size

SAVE UP TO 1.S0

act ■
DELI

20 Piece
Hot & Spicy Wings
Breaded or Non-Breaded,

769

Catfish
Fillets.

Fried in Trans fat Free Oil,

Fresh, Farm-Raised
(With Lemon Herb or

Hot or Mild, Also Available
Freshly Chilled, each box

SAVE UP TO .30 LB

SAVE

Cajun Seasoning ... lb 4.99)

UP. TO .30

4.69,

12-Pack
Michelob Ultra Beer...... 8.99

Doritos
■rJi'llnL'

Or Michelob or Michelob Light,
12-oz can or bot. or Michelob
Ultra Amber or Michelob Amber Bock,
12-oz bot. (12-Pack Keystone

Assorted Varieties, 13-oz bag
(Excluding Baked!, Light,

Light Beer, 12-oz can ... 5.79)

SAVE UP TO 3.49

BUY ONE

Tortilla Chips.......... get one

and Natural Chips.) (Limit two deals
on selected advertised varieties.)

SAVE UP TO 1.00

Prices effective Thursday, July 5 through Wednesday, July 11,2007.
Only in the Following Counties: Sumter, Pasco, Lake, Hernando, Citrus, Polk and Osceola
Prices not effective at Publix Sabor. Quantity Rights Reserved.

L E A S U R .6- *

www.publix.com/ads

